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Between December 2007 and the fall of 2008, Eastwood owner Bob Nazarian repeatedly promised the City 
and his tenants that the leaking roof of the Mall would be fixed, and he appeared to take steps to do so. 
Unfortunately, that appearance was not a reality. Although he hired – or announced he had hired – a number  
of consultants and contractors, he resiled from contracts to which he had agreed, fired the people he had hired, 
or failed to move forward after receiving partial advice.

The summer of 2008 can only be described as a debacle. As a result of Mr. Nazarian’s parsimonious ways and 
failure to take advice, work on the roof was begun and then abandoned after causing significantly increased 
flooding. Mr. Nazarian patched the damage by himself, with the help of Eastwood’s maintenance staff. He sought 
new funding and placated his own mortgagee’s demands by producing false documents showing that work 
was being done on the roof when it was not. He recognized that the Mall’s structural steel potentially had been 
damaged by the leaks, that he needed a permanent solution, and that the roof was not reparable. Instead of 
putting a solution in place, he made a half-hearted proposal that the City give him land so that he could move 
the cars off the roof.

Throughout it all, the City did nothing. It did not enforce the Notice of Violation its chief building officer had 
issued in October 2006. It knew that the leaks raised potential structural issues and effectively ignored them.  
It allowed the problem to continue.

December 2007 to April 2008: Eastwood promises that the 
roof will be fixed – and the City believes it

Bob Nazarian retains architect John Clinckett for advice about the leaks

In December 2007, John Clinckett, an architect from Kitchener, Ontario, was hired by Eastwood to advise on how 
to deal with the roof leaks. Brian England, who was advising Eastwood on sealants, testified that Mr. Clinckett 
had instructed him when he qualified for the certified technical representative designation in 1998 and that 
Bob Nazarian had used his services in the past in the Kitchener area.1

Mr. Clinckett testified that, when he was first contacted, he went to the Mall and met with Tom Turner, the  
Mall manager, Mr. England, and Henrieth Laroue. (The latter worked for Eastwood Mall from September 2007 
until May 2011 and was referred to as the assistant Mall manager when Mr. England replaced Mr. Turner as  
Mall manager in February 2008.2) Mr. Clinckett recalled walking the roof and looking at some of the Mall inside. 
He was told that there was considerable leaking into the tenant spaces below the roof. He noticed stained ceiling 
tiles and rusted “T-bar” that supported the tiles.3

On December 18, 2007, Bob Nazarian signed a purchase order with Mr. Clinckett. It read:

DECK ENCLOSURES AND CANOPIES.

PLEASE CONDUCT FEASABILITY STUDY / RESEARCH FOR TOP PARKING DECK.

…

Preliminary Investigation: not to exceed $2,000.00

Structural Design not to exceed $1,000.4

Bob Nazarian testified that he retained Mr. Clinckett to advise him on what to do to eliminate the leaks 
and fix the roof.5
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An agenda for a meeting in January 2008 between Mr. Clinckett and Bob Nazarian listed 10 items to be discussed, 
including “Core Slab – roof – investigate.”6 Bob Nazarian testified that he wanted Mr. Clinckett to do a number of 
things, including determining whether it was possible to put additional weight on the roof.7

Mr. Clinckett testified that in 2008 he was given a copy of the 1999 Halsall Associates engineering report on the 
Mall roof. He read it and noted that its authors had found leaks going through the joints between the hollow 
core slabs on the roof deck and onto the structural steel supporting the slabs. Nevertheless, he never examined 
the supporting structural steel under the precast slabs. He testified that would have been an engineer’s function, 
and, despite the language in the purchase order by which he was retained, he never had an engineer assist 
him to determine what load the roof could support.8 As explained below, he later changed his evidence on this 
point – he did work with an engineer.

Bob Nazarian asked Mr. Clinckett to consider the feasibility of putting a roof over the top of the structure  
to deal with the leaks. Both Mr. Clinckett and Mr. Nazarian testified to this point, and Mr. Clinckett said it was 
Bob Nazarian’s idea.9 Mr. Clinckett testified that such a roof would not be a complete solution to the problem 
because cars would still be driving onto the parking deck after having picked up snow, ice, and salt, which would 
then drip and leak through the deck.10

Tenants are given false promises that a solution to the leaks is imminent

On January 7, 2008, Mr. Turner received a call from three senior executives of Hudson’s Bay Company, the owner 
of Zellers, the largest tenant in the Mall. They were complaining about the leaks – water was running through 
their storeroom and into their electrical room, right by the electrical panel. Mr. Turner determined that that 
leak was caused by improper maintenance on a drainpipe which was Zellers’ responsibility. He so advised the 
Hudson’s Bay executives. He went on to say that Eastwood was awaiting a report from Mr. Clinckett about the 
feasibility of putting a roof structure over the parking lot and that they were considering installing a trough 
under the joint lines above the ceiling in the store in order to collect and dispose of the water that came through 
the roof deck.11 As Bob Nazarian admitted, the roof over Zellers had always had problems with leaks.12

A note made by an employee of Northern Reflections, another tenant, described a conversation with Mr. England 
on January 8, 2008. The note indicates that, when the building was constructed, the roof was never waterproofed 
and that the manufacturer recommended a waterproofing membrane covered by three inches of asphalt. 
It also indicates that Mr. England told Northern Reflections that, by the end of the week, a contractor would 
be installing troughs to divert the water to a drain. Eastwood would then replace tiles and clean the carpet 
damaged by the leaks. The note stated:

Major Repair April start – written warranty from manufacturer

- full waterproofing membrane

- 3 inches

- starting with Zellers/our store13

Bob Nazarian testified that, although by January 8 he had discussed with Mr. Clinckett the possibility of installing 
a waterproofing membrane covered by three inches of other material, no decision had been made.14 The promise 
made by Mr. England to Northern Reflections, recorded in this note, was false.
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The same day, January 8, Mr. Turner spoke with Rica Taylor of the Hudson’s Bay Company to follow up on 
the call with the executives of the previous day. At her request, he forwarded a copy of the purchase order 
with Mr. Clinckett, to confirm that Eastwood had retained a professional to investigate the situation.15 After 
that conversation, Ms. Taylor reported to a claims manager at the Hudson’s Bay Company that Eastwood had 
commissioned an architect to do a “structural condition and assessment report,” which she expected to receive 
“as early as next week.”16 No such report was ever received.17

Bob Nazarian told Mr. Turner to send a memo to Ms. Taylor and her superior advising of Eastwood’s plans  
for the roof.18 Bob Nazarian testified that he was taking these concerns from his major tenant seriously.19  
On January 17, 2008, Mr. Turner sent that letter to Ms. Taylor. He wrote:

I refer to our telephone conversation of last week in which we discussed Eastwood’s plans regarding 
the above-noted store and the leak problems from the overhead parking area. As per your request I am 
writing to confirm we are working diligently on resolving this issue.

As I advised you and Marc Ganier [sic], our architect is working concurrently on a plan to cover the 
overhead parking area. He is investigating all types of structure with the aim of eliminating the leak 
problem by keeping the elements out of the problem areas. At this time he is in the preliminary 
reporting stage and I have no results that I can share with you.20

Mr. Turner testified that he was told of the plan to cover the parking area in discussions with Bob Nazarian and 
Mr. Clinckett.21 In fact, there was no such plan.

Brian England replaces Tom Turner as Mall manager and nothing changes

On February 4, 2008, Bob Nazarian wrote to Mr. Turner, suspending him as Mall manager and appointing 
Mr. England as his replacement.22 Mr. Turner testified that he resigned.23 Mr. England had no mall management 
experience before being hired for this job.24 Within a week or so of his taking on this new role, he and 
Bob Nazarian met with Hudson’s Bay executives in Toronto. Notes taken by a Hudson’s Bay Company employee 
indicate that Eastwood told them that a number of options were being considered, including building a structure 
or a roof on the parking deck and moving Zellers up one floor and building a new structure. A note stated, “(Bob) 
Membrane – will be put in as soon as weather permits.”25 Bob Nazarian admitted telling his manager to convey 
this message to the tenants, although he testified that he did not recall this particular meeting.26 At this time, 
no decision had been made to install a membrane. Mr. Clinckett had not yet provided his report. I conclude that 
Mr. Nazarian gave false information to his tenant in order to placate its concerns.

On February 19, 2008, Gail Bachmann, a Northern Reflections employee, emailed her colleagues to update them 
on the leaks at the store in the Mall. Echoing what Northern Reflections had been told on January 8, 2008, as set 
out above, she wrote:

I have been speaking with the new mall manager of Algo Centre over the past week or so regarding the 
ongoing water leakage problems in our store. He has an engineering background and has just taken over 
management of the centre in the last couple of weeks and has become much more involved in coming 
up with a solution to rectify the problem. I have spoken with him again today and he has advised that 
they now have a temporary and permanent solution to stop the water leaking problem.

For the short term, they have constructed, for the lack of a better description, downspouts to install 
above our ceiling that will flow the water from the roof to a drain that is located elsewhere in the mall. 
Unlike the existing tarp and hose that was previously installed, this is a more stable and constructed 
system that is a safer and a more reliable fix. They have installed these downspouts elsewhere in other 
areas of the mall with success.
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…

The more permanent fix to the roof is slated to begin in April (weather permitting). The landlord has an 
agreement in place with the manufacturer/installer of the existing roof for them to perform any required roof 
repairs, apply a new waterproof membrane and pour an additional insulation layer to the roof. They have a 
guarantee from the roof manufacturer that this will be a final fix to this long outstanding problem.

This new mall management is committed to fixing our problem and so for now we have agreed not to 
pursue a relocation and to give him the opportunity to rectify the problem based on the timing and 
work he has advised.27 [Emphasis added.]

Eastwood never had any dealings with HSP, the company that had installed the existing roof. As Bob Nazarian 
admitted, it was inaccurate for Mr. England to tell Northern Reflections that Eastwood had an “agreement in 
place” or a “guarantee” from the roof manufacturer.28 Nor did Eastwood have an “agreement in place” with anyone 
to apply a new membrane in February 2008; as I will explain below, Mr. Clinckett had not yet sent out a request 
for proposals for that project. In my view, this letter gave false information to Northern Reflections in order to 
alleviate its concerns and cause it to stay in the Mall.

City continues to take no action to force repairs

Chief Officer reminds Mr . England about the Notice of Violation, but nothing  
is done
On February 20, 2008, Fire Chief Paul Officer wrote to Mr. England, following a discussion with him. He 
enclosed a copy of architect Bruce Caughill’s memorandum of February 22, 2007, to Syl Allard, the City’s chief 
building official and property standards officer, copied to Mr. Officer and Mr. Turner, promising to conduct 
an assessment and submit a report within six months dealing with the issues in the October 2006 Notice of 
Violation. Chief Officer wrote: “I am following up to ensure these repairs have taken place as my file does not 
have any further inspection or verification from Caughill on file. Can you confirm in writing with the final signoff 
from Caughill Consulting that this issue has been completed?”29 Mr. England testified that this communication 
was the first time he had heard of the Notice of Violation. He sent it to Bob Nazarian for him to decide what 
to do about it.30

Chief Officer testified that he received no response from Mr. England.31 He did not pursue the matter, though 
it would have been a simple question for him to determine. All he had to do was walk across the parking lot 
and take a look.

A complaint of excessive vibration on the roof deck is made to the Property 
Standards office, but no inspection is carried out
On February 25, 2008, Dale Swan, a property standards and building inspector with the City, emailed 
Mr. England, advising him:

Our complaints department in City Hall received a concern regarding excessive vibration in the roof-top 
parking lot. I realize this may be normal and may not be of concern, but I must pass on this information 
to you. I suppose it may be worse than usual?32

Mr. England recalled investigating the situation after receiving this email. He said that a maintenance worker 
had discovered a truck that was heavier than permitted on the roof and had “shooed” it away. He testified that 
nobody from the City came over to initiate an inspection as a result of this complaint.33 Mr. Clouthier testified he 
was not aware of it.34
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The Library makes legitimate health and safety complaints, yet the City accepts 
Eastwood’s promises and enters into negotiations to renew the Library’s lease
On January 9, 2008, Tanya-Lee Williams, the City staff member responsible for workplace health and safety, 
prepared a report of a meeting between her, Jim Landry, the employee representative on the City’s Joint Health 
and Safety Committee, and Suzanne Morin, the chief librarian. It noted that

• there were concerns with the continuing leaks into the Library, which had now spread to the 
children’s section;

• on the previous day all the books had been covered with tarps; and

• when lights had been turned on, they made a “zapping, popping sound.”35

The Library had decided to leave all the lights off in the “leaky half” of its premeses until the water stopped 
dripping and an electrician had been contacted. Nevertheless, the leaking half of the Library would continue to 
be open to the public because the single light that was left on provided sufficient light; the ceiling tiles did “not 
look like they will fall down” and “the drip zone has been marked off and as always the patrons are watched to 
ensure they do not enter that specific area.”36

Ms. Morin told Mr. Turner about the situation. She also forwarded the report to all members of the Library 
board, Fred Bauthus (the City’s chief administrative officer), Andrea Leddy (the City’s personnel director), and all 
members of City Council.37

Mayor Richard Hamilton testified that he read the report and that he knew then that the complaints, which he 
had known about personally for the previous four years, were getting worse. The corrective measures that had 
been imposed in October 2006 following the actions of Tom Derreck, the City’s chief administrative officer, had 
not worked. Nevertheless,

• he could recall no discussion about the issue at City Council;

• he took no steps to see that the report was sent to Mr. Allard, although he admitted that it was a complaint 
under the Property Standards By-law and should have been sent to him; and

• he had no recollection, either specific or general, of having spoken to Mr. Bauthus about issues relating to 
the leaks between the time Mr. Bauthus returned to the City and January 2008.38

Mr. Bauthus also recalled reading the report. He came to the conclusion that the situation was completely 
unacceptable and had to be dealt with. He knew it was contrary to the Property Standards By-law. Nevertheless, 
he testified as follows:

Q. Did you consider whether to send an inspector over to look at it and, if necessary, in his discretion, 
make an order to fix it?

A.  No, sir.

Q.  Why not?

A.  I had anticipated that ... the current issue would be fixed and that Mr. Nazarian was continuing to try 
to work and try to remediate that problem.

Q.  At this stage, sir, it had been 18 years since you started at the City and these leaks had remained the 
same throughout that period of time, correct?

A.  To a varying degree, yes.
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Q.  Why did you conclude that it was going to be fixed now if it had not been fixed in the previous 
18 years?

A.  I guess because they were continuing to work on that problem.

Q.  But what they were doing didn’t work, right?

A.  No, sir, At the end of the day it appears that way, yes.

Q.  Can you give us any explanation for why when Mr. Derreck started on the job, within 10 days after he 
came across very similar conditions in the library, he had arranged for inspections to be conducted, 
gone to Council, had orders issued, all within 10 days of him starting? And when you were faced with 
the same situation, with the knowledge this had been going on for 18 years, you took no such steps?

A.  No, I did not take any specific steps in that regard. There were other steps that we had looked at in 
terms of looking for alternatives at that time.

Q.  Can you give us any explanation for why he would have moved so quickly and you did nothing with 
respect to Property Standards?

A. I can’t answer.39

On March 10, 2008, Al Collett was appointed a councillor following a sitting councillor’s resignation. He testified 
that, at the time he was appointed, he was well aware that the Library had been complaining about leaks for a 
number of years. When asked how he knew that, he testified:

Oh boy, to put it lightly, if you weren’t aware, you would have to be deaf, dumb, and blind. The citizens 
were well aware … But you know, there were jokes being made about the condition of our mall, 
comments to the tune of if you ever wanted to know the weather outside the mall, just walk inside the 
mall and you would find out.

Yeah, there were numerous complaints. I think everyone complained.40

On March 12, 2008, Ms. Williams prepared a 47-page report, complete with photographs of the Library taken 
on October 13, 2006, setting out the history of the Library’s leak problems and her recommendations. The 
Library’s 20-year lease at the Mall was expiring on September 30, 2009, and a decision would have to be made 
in the near future about whether the Library would stay in the Mall or move. The report, which was sent to 
Mr. Bauthus and Ms. Morin, noted:

• leaks had been a problem since the Library moved in in 1989 (“[a]nytime it rains or snows the library roof 
leaks for two to three days after”);

• the long history of complaints, positive tests for mould, recommendations to the City, and lack of action;

• the repeated recommendations by the Joint Health and Safety Committee of the City to have the leaks 
fixed, to no avail;

• in a detailed recitation, the ongoing attempts, over the previous three years, by Library staff to deal with the 
leaks by covering the books with tarps, using buckets to catch leaks, cordoning off affected areas, and using 
dryers and carpet cleaners to attempt to deal with the effect of the water; and

• the significant health and safety concerns from falling ceiling tiles, mould exposure, inadequate lighting due 
to the electrical problems caused by the leaks, tripping hazards, and cold temperatures resulting from the 
necessity to turn down the heat to prevent mould growth.41
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The report concluded:

All of the above mentioned health and safety concerns are secondary issues being caused by the primary 
health and safety concern which is the leaking roof.

In 2005 when the library staff created the leak procedures they were developed as a temporary fix to 
cope with the problems they were experiencing. The procedures were created on the assumption that 
the primary health and safety concern, the leaking roof, would be repaired by the Landlord.

Conclusion and Recommendation

Since 2005 the water leaks in the Library have been getting worse, more areas of the Library are leaking 
now which were not leaking before.

The Library staff have always struggled to protect the Library’s assets from water damage, to clean up 
the mess, and to prevent the growth of mould but the roof is leaking so badly now there is no time for 
anything to dry before it leaks again and mould is growing throughout the Library anyway.

The Landlord has known for many years that he will have to invest a large amount of money into the 
building if he is going to properly repair the leaking roof. Since 2005 the Landlord has had many chances 
to try alternative products and various means of fixing the roof, all of which were unsuccessful. If the 
Landlord is not going to invest the money to repair the roof it is not recommended that the Library stay 
in the Algo Centre Mall.

The Library staff has been, and is still working in, a hazardous work environment. Although steps have 
been taken to ensure the workers are operating as safely as possible in such hazardous conditions, more 
must be done to protect the health and safety of the workers.

It is important to remember that under the Occupational Health and Safety Act,

An employer shall take every precaution reasonable in the circumstances for the protection of 
the worker. – Occupational Health and Safety Act Part III S. 25(2)(h)

The Library lease is soon to expire. Now is the perfect opportunity for the Library to relocate into a much 
more healthy and safe environment. If the Library moves to a different location all of its present health 
and safety concerns will be eradicated, and as an employer the City will have taken every reasonable 
precaution in the circumstance to protect the worker.

The recommendation of the Joint Health and Safety Committee from May 12, 2005 remains, in the 
interest of health and safety the Library should move to an alternate location. The Library should move 
once the lease has expired as it appears that the problem with the leaking roof is not going to be fixed.42 
[Emphasis in the original.]

On March 12, 2008, the same day that Ms. Williams’s report was prepared, the senior City management team  
met together. This group consisted of, among others, Mr. Bauthus, Ms. Morin, Ms. Leddy, Lesley Sprague  
(City clerk), Danielle Vincent (assistant to the mayor), Dan Gagnon ( director of project tourism and leisure), and 
Rob deBortoli (the operations manager who would later become chief administrative officer). The minutes of the 
meeting show that more mould had been found in the Library the previous week and that it had been cleaned 
up; that the Library wanted council to reconsider if it was leaning toward renewing the existing lease, because 
the premises were a “toxic environment”; and that one staff member had complained that her eyes were burning 
and another had developed a chronic cough as a result of the mould issues.43

Mr. Bauthus admitted that

• he had read Ms. Williams’s report and that it was true and accurate in every single particular;

• the recommendation of the Joint Health and Safety Committee was the only recommendation its members 
could make to protect the safety of the workers;

• he agreed with the recommendation; and

• he was given instructions at the end of the day by the mayor and the council to negotiate the lease.44
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As discussed below, the documentary and oral evidence corroborates Mr. Bauthus’s evidence about the 
instructions he received.

On March 17, 2008, Ms. Morin emailed Ms. Williams, copying Mr. Bauthus, advising that, over the previous 
weekend, the Mall maintenance staff had installed another diaper with a hose leading to a bucket above the 
ceiling tiles and a light fixture. She told them that she had taped off and put a warning sign on the light switch 
for that light bank. She also told them that half the fiction collection and one row of junior fiction books were 
under tarps. Councillor Dawn Morissette forwarded the email to Mayor Hamilton and her fellow members of 
council, writing, “Guys, I’m starting to get worried about the health and safety implications of having City staff 
working in the mall.” Councillor Collett replied the same day: “So am I. I have already spoken to Sue [Morin] 
regarding this matter. It is a serious concern.”45

Mr. Collett testified that his “serious concerns” were the health issues of the employees and citizens going 
through the Mall or entering the Library. He thought that the ceiling tiles, which were ballooning as a result of 
the water accumulation, might fall on the patrons. He thought that the owner should be pressured to fix the roof 
once and for all.46

On March 18, the day after this email exchange, Mr. Bauthus met with Mayor Hamilton about the situation at 
the Library. He may have also met with council at that time, but the evidence is unclear. Although Mr. Bauthus 
wrote a memo on March 25, 2008, to the mayor and council saying, “Further to our meeting on March 18, 2008, 
respecting the library …,”47 Mr. Bauthus testified that he did not meet with all councillors but only with the 
mayor. There was no regular council meeting on March 18, 2008. If he had met with the mayor and council, it 
would have been an illegal meeting. In any event, there are no minutes or notes recording what was said at that 
meeting. What is clear is that a meeting took place and that Mr. Bauthus was given directions.48

Mr. Bauthus’s evidence was that the directions he received from Mayor Hamilton were always consistent with 
the mayor’s attitude that the Library was important to the Mall, and that the Mall was important to the City 
and to Retirement Living – the not-for-profit corporation charged with attracting seniors to the area.49 That 
interpretation was certainly the case with the instructions he received in this instance.

On March 20, 2008, Mr. Bauthus met with Ms. Morin, Bob Nazarian, Mr. Clinckett, Mr. England, and Alex Sennett 
(who had been retained by Mr. Nazarian to install a security system at the Mall). As I explain below, Mr. Sennett 
later played a role in the manner in which Eastwood dealt with the roof deck leaks. Mr. Bauthus’s memo of 
March 25, 2008, reported on that meeting:

Initially we discussed the problem with the water and Bob informed me that he will be undertaking 
as soon as weather permits, a complete reconstruct of the parking deck to include the placement of a 
water-proof membrane and the asphalt on the deck as well as other remedial action in order to reduce 
the immediate impact of the water on the deck. It was explained that the water-proof membrane was 
never placed on the deck under the asphalt and the absence of this membrane is what permitted the 
leakage over the years. In addition to the meeting, Mr. Nazarian and his associates agreed to meet with 
Mrs. Morin to discuss the immediate issues resulting from the leaks and these include the following:

1. Ceiling tiles to be replaced;

2. Air scrubbers to be installed;

3. More tarps to be installed;

4. Electrician to inspect lights before turning them back on;

5. Electrician to disable lights that are left on after hours; and

6. Carpets to be cleaned as soon as possible.

All of these are to be done at the malls [sic] expense.
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We discussed the lease and Mr. Nazarian said that the space currently occupied by Retirement Living is 
taken up when Retirement Living vacates and accordingly, is not available for our consideration.

Mr. Nazarian indicated that they would be spending a significant amount of money to fix the leaks and 
the expansion to the 10,000 square feet would not be an issue in the existing space. Mr. Nazarian further 
indicated that the best he would do for the City would be $13.00/foot and he would undertake to do 
all the leaseholds necessary to accommodate the 10,000 square feet in the space presently occupied by 
the library. These leaseholds would include complete refitting of flooring, walls, ceiling and partitions 
necessary to accommodate the programming and library areas.

Because of the water damage, Mr. Nazarian also committed to replace or refurbish the metal shelving 
that has rusted. Also, he would undertake to review the HVAC and make changes that would improve 
the air quality. When we discussed the term, the mall requested our consideration of a long term lease, 
however, the mall would be amenable to a 5 year lease and a 5 year renewal bearing in mind that with 
the renewal, the rate would go up.50

Mr. Bauthus testified that, although he recognized that the issues of mould, dampness, and electrical problems 
identified in Ms. Williams’s March 12 report were health and safety issues, he never considered reporting them to 
the Ministry of Labour. He also admitted that the work, which Bob Nazarian had committed to at the March 20 
meeting, would require a building permit. He did not, however, alert Mr. Allard about these plans. Although 
he agreed that the emails and reports from Ms. Williams, Ms. Morin, and others were all written complaints of 
breaches of the Property Standards By-law, which should have been investigated by the property standards 
officer under the City’s enforcement policy, he did not refer any of them to Mr. Allard. It was his evidence 
that he did not do so because the landlord was “continuing to work on those issues” and “trying to remediate 
that … problem.”51

Mr. Bauthus was asked why he had combined in his report to council the issue of fixing the leaks with the 
renewal of the Library’s lease. His answer was that Bob Nazarian had combined the two issues – telling the 
City both that he would be fixing the leaks and that he wanted the Library to continue to lease space from 
him.52 I note that Mr. Nazarian was proposing a significant rent increase – from the rate of just over $8 a 
square foot to $13.53

The promises that Bob Nazarian had made to the City, as recorded in Mr. Bauthus’s memo to council, were hollow. 
As I explain below, Mr. Clinckett had sent him a report just one week before which advised him that a membrane 
and asphalt covering could be applied to the roof. As Mr. Nazarian admitted in his evidence before me, he had no 
idea what that would cost and had no contract in place to do it. He testified that he was not concerned about this 
situation because “[w]e were decided to do it.”54 As events unfolded, however, it was never done.

On March 25, City Council met and went into closed session to deal with the issues relating to the Library.  
The public minutes state that the issue “dealt with the acquisition of property owned by the Municipality,” 
one of the reasons that, under the Municipal Act, justifies closed meetings.55 The minutes of the closed session 
describe the discussion:

The CAO [chief administrative officer] outlined the details regarding water leakage problems that 
the library has been experiencing in the mall. The Mall owners have promised to remedy the water 
problems. The space where ELRL [Elliot Lake Retirement Living] is located is committed already. 
The 10,000 square feet has been promised. Leasehold improvements will be done by the owner. And  
he wants $13 per square foot. We want a 5 year term and a 5 year renewable. He wants a 20 year lease. 
We want to include the library in our recreation master plan. We play [sic] no common charges.

Councillor Reinhardt stated that we should still be looking for alternative locations (back up plan).

The mall is still the most desirable location.
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Get the library into the Multiplex issue? This is 5 years plus down the road at least.

The five year term is at a price.

White Mountain, Collins Hall, a school we could buy.

The CAO was directed to negotiate a 5 year lease including certain caveats.

The ability to provide programming would be an appropriate improvement for the library space.

A special meeting of Council with the Library Board would be advisable.56 [Emphasis added.]

Mayor Hamilton testified that he knew that the Library wanted out of the Mall because of the leaks. He also 
testified that the Mall was a desirable location only if the leaks were fixed.57 Mr. Collett testified that he believed 
he made the statement that the Mall was the most desirable location. He had wanted to renew a lease in 
the Mall space, but only on the condition that “the repairs would ... be totally fixed and guaranteed ... never 
[to] leak again.”58

Mr. Bauthus testified that the reference to the Mall being the “most desirable location” reflected the general view 
of councillors. When asked how that could be the general view, given the leaks and their effect on the Library 
and its patrons, he said he thought that councillors were making the assumption that the landlord was going 
to fix the leaks. That assumption could only have been made on the basis of Bob Nazarian’s hollow promise. 
Mr. Bauthus understood this limitation. He also knew that the way to fix the leaks was to install a membrane. But 
he took no steps, at any time, to determine whether a membrane was being installed. He did not check with the 
Building Department to see if a building permit had been issued. Nor did he follow up with Bob Nazarian to see 
what he was doing about the problem.59

Mr. Bauthus did write to Bob Nazarian, on April 7, 2008, stating:

It is important that we see positive action both to assist us with the aftermath of the leaks and to have an 
expectation that the infiltration issues will be resolved on a permanent nature in the near future.60

No such positive action was ever seen. Nor, it would appear, did anyone from the City look for signs that it was 
taking place. Mayor Hamilton, who received a copy of this letter, never followed up with Mr. Bauthus to see what 
action Eastwood was taking.61 Bob Nazarian never told Mr. Bauthus just how he was fixing the leaks permanently, 
other than his indication in the March 20 meeting that he would be installing a membrane.62

On April 24, 2008, Mr. Bauthus sent an email to Mayor Hamilton setting out an email he proposed to send to 
Katherine Croxson, the chair of the Library board. The proposed email was as follows:

I am following up with my discussion with Sue respecting the outcome of the special F&A meeting that 
was held to discuss the Library issues.

It was my understanding that the Council would not be making any decision until we had an 
opportunity to see whether or not the mall is prepared to do the work promised to address the water 
infiltration from the parking lot above. At the time the work has been completed the options would 
be revisited, however, the feeling I have from that meeting and from subsequent conversations with 
members of Council is that there is no appetite at this time to expend $4,000,000 on a library or any 
other facility. Council also has concerns on the impact of the moving of the library on the mall. This too 
will have to be addressed as part of the final decision process.

The strategic plan and the Parks and Rec master plan are being undertaken and completed this year 
which will provide direction and rationale for major capital projects to be considered for the future.

Notwithstanding the outcome of the remedial work on the roof, any rental agreement with the mall will 
have provisions to cover issues such as water infiltration, occupancy / vacancy limits and maintenance, 
all of which was discussed with Bob Nazarian and he indicated that he did not have an issue with these 
covenants on the agreement.63
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As Mr. Bauthus admitted in his evidence, council had not told him that it would not be making any decision until 
it saw whether the Mall was prepared to do the work promised to address the water infiltration.64 As the minutes 
of the March 25 closed meeting illustrate, and as Mr. Bauthus testified, he was directed by council to negotiate a 
lease with the Mall for the Library. As the evidence shows, that is what he proceeded to do, and the leaks did not 
stand in the way of that goal.

Mayor Hamilton did not tell Mr. Bauthus that he ought to remove the portion of his proposed email that 
inaccurately described the direction he had received from council. He responded to Mr. Bauthus’s request for 
comments by saying, “Fine with me. A little less emphasis on saving the mall would work.”65 Mr. Bauthus testified 
that Mayor Hamilton wanted, in his words, to “save the mall,” and he thought that, in order to save the Mall, the 
Library had to stay there.66 Mayor Hamilton resisted the suggestion that council agreed that the Library was 
important to the Mall, testifying: “What they did agree is that the location in the Mall, notwithstanding the leaks, 
was certainly a preferred location and that is what the patrons were telling the Library Board.”67 He agreed that 
council was of the view that the Library was important to the economic viability of the Mall if there was not a 
replacement for it in the space it occupied.68

It appears to me that Mayor Hamilton’s admonition to Mr. Bauthus that “a little less emphasis on saving the mall 
would work” was a suggestion that stressing the importance of the Mall to the community, and of the Library to 
the Mall, was not likely to convince Ms. Croxson, even though that was the motive behind the mayor’s desire to 
keep the Library in the Mall.

Citizens’ complaints about the leaks at the Mall are not sent to the property 
standards officer
The failure of City officials and councillors to direct complaints about the physical condition of the Mall to 
the property standards officer continued. On April 4, 2008, Ms. Croxson sent an email to a number of people, 
providing the mayor’s email address and telephone number, and writing:

The library is in extremely poor shape … there is now mould in the library and lights have had to be 
out for over 3 weeks because of the leaking. As well there are tarps over book cases, “diapers” and hoses 
coming from the ceiling and a very unsavoury atmosphere. There are people who will not come into the 
Library for fear of something coming down on them …

Staff and the Board are not listened to … the only way something can be done is if every citizen who cares 
about our library and its disgusting condition calls the Mayor’s office to state that. At the moment we are told 
that no one has called to complain … that’s a travesty!69 [Emphasis in the original.]

The email produced results. On April 5, 2008, S. Pomerleau, a resident of Elliot Lake, sent an email to the 
City’s general mailbox stating that she was “appalled at the condition of the library.”70 On April 7, 2008, 
Cindy Britton-Foster, another resident of Elliot Lake, sent an email to that mailbox expressing her concern 
about the effect of the “slow dripping leaks” on the Library and noting that the problem was “throughout the 
mall.”71 On April 5, 2008, Claire Diotte-Hart, a retired teacher and local resident, sent an email complaining 
about the “deplorable conditions in the Mall” and the “damaged books from the leaky roof.”72 All emails were 
sent to Mayor Hamilton, Mr. Gagnon, and Natalie Bray, the mayor’s executive assistant, the last with a note that 
described it as “[o]ne more library support email.” On April 4, 2008, Basil Jesshope, an 86-year old resident, wrote 
a letter to the mayor complaining about the physical condition of the Library, calling it “absolutely deplorable 
to the degree that I feel it must be closed even if we are left without a public library.”73 These communications 
were not forwarded to the Building Department.74 Mr. Clouthier testified that, had he been provided with 
them, he would have investigated the issues complained of.75 But nobody did that – even though the Building 
Department was right across the hall from the offices of both Mayor Hamilton and Mr. Bauthus.
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When asked why these emails had not been forwarded to the property standards officer, Mayor Hamilton twice 
said that they were the result of a mass email from the board chair. He agreed, however, that this detail should 
not have affected the way in which they were dealt with – and, rather, that they were an indication that maybe 
the City ought to be doing something about the problem.76 Yet it did not.

The City’s inaction is not inadvertent
Mr. Bauthus was asked about his failure to deal with the leaks at the Library following Ms. Williams’s 
January 9, 2008, report. He gave this evidence:

Q. Did ... your inaction have anything to do with the attitude towards the importance of the library to 
the mall and the mall to the community and Retirement Living that you’ve just told us about?

A. No.77

I simply cannot accept this evidence. For the reasons I have already expressed, I conclude that the inaction of 
the City generally, and Mr. Bauthus in particular, over this period was the result of what he understood to be the 
prevailing attitude about the importance of the Library to the Mall, and of the Mall to the community and to 
Retirement Living.

Tenants continue to complain to Eastwood

Bank of Nova Scotia authenticates and documents its concerns
On March 5, 2008, an internal Bank of Nova Scotia email sought approval to have an air-quality assessment done. 
The document summarizes the bank staff’s situation:

Branch has experienced ongoing water leaks over the past few years. ServiceMaster has been 
commissioned to perform cleanup / drying procedures however staff and customers have noted a musty 
odour in the premises. Landlord has inspected the rooftop and has done a temporary repair job pending 
permanent repairs in Spring.

Branch advised that visible mould was found to be present on carpet and boxes in the encasement 
around the vault area and that there are several areas with notable water damage including the  
PBO offices, stationary room and in front of the manager’s office.

Branch further advised that several staff members have been experiencing health symptoms such 
as headaches and lethargy. There is an apparent lack of fresh air into the branch – HVAC unit is 
Landlord maintained.78

Judy McCulloch, manager of customer service at the bank, testified that leaks 
occurred everywhere throughout the branch, other than in the bathroom and 
the vault, whenever it rained in any amount or when the snow melted on the 
roof. It was her evidence that the premises leaked all year long. She described 
ceiling tiles collapsing on desks and, on one occasion, on a teller’s head. Tiles 
were constantly being replaced. She described one occasion when every tile in 
the branch was replaced. Staff devoted hours every week just to dealing with 
the situation – during the times when the leaks were particularly bad, some staff 
would devote their entire day to the problem.79 They were forced to place both 
totes and buckets under the leaks because the buckets alone were not sufficient 
to hold the water (see figure 1.9.1).80

She described ceiling 
tiles collapsing on desks 
and, on one occasion, on 
a teller’s head. Tiles were 
constantly being replaced. 
She described one occasion 
when every tile in the 
branch was replaced.
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On March 18, 2008, Pinchin Environmental 
(Pinchin) delivered its initial finding 
and recommendations to the Bank of 
Nova Scotia following its inspection of 
the bank for moisture damage and air 
quality. Although no air-quality problems 
linked to moisture had been observed, 
mould growth had been found on drywall 
collected from two different places in the 
space occupied by the bank. The Pinchin 
engineers recommended that the roof leaks 
be repaired and the water-stained ceiling 
tiles be replaced. They also recommended 
that significant repairs be made to the 
premises: removal and disposal of all the 
drywall and insulation; removal of the 
vapour barrier on the bottom four feet 
of the south wall of the bank, along with 
significant portions of the drywall on the 

other walls and part of the ceiling; drying of all the remaining building materials; and remediation in accordance 
with a plan involving appropriate inspections and tests.81

Bob Nazarian received a copy of this report. He testified that, when he received it, he retained M.R. Wright and 
Associates of Sault Ste. Marie to carry out a mould inspection of both Zellers and Scotiabank. It was his evidence 
that the bank would not allow the environmental inspector access to its premises to carry out the testing. 
Mr. Nazarian did not, however, dispute Pinchin’s findings.82

As Zellers continues to suffer from leaks, Eastwood misleads it about 
Scotiabank’s test results
On February 13, 2008, Brian Cuthbertson, the manager of the Zellers store in the Mall, was told by a fire inspector 
that all the ceiling tiles, which they had removed because of water damage, had to be replaced within 30 days.  
A similar order was made to other stores. Mr. Cuthbertson testified that “skids and skids” of tiles were purchased 
by the Mall for this purpose.83 Of course, the ensuing replacement did not do anything to solve the problem. It 
just cleaned up the visible damage, while the invisible damage persisted.

The visible damage within the store continued as well, because the leaks were not repaired. On March 12, 2008, 
Mr. Cuthbertson sent Ms. Taylor at Hudson’s Bay Company a set of photographs showing the troughs and other 
equipment installed by Eastwood that day to deal with the leaks (see figure 1.9.2). They also show tarps installed 
above or below the ceiling tiles to collect the water as well as hoses draining into buckets and bladders.84 
Mr. Cuthbertson testified that about 12 bladders were installed during the worst period of leaks. They were 
not sufficient to capture all the water, however, and the trough proved to be inadequate as water continued to 
stain other tiles.85

Figure 1.9.1 The Scotiabank premises following 
a rainstorm

Source Exhibit 5127
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Figure 1.9.2 Conditions in the Zellers store, March 2008

Source Exhibit 12-40

On March 18, 2008, Mr. Cuthbertson sent an 
email to Ms. Taylor advising her that an associate 
had questioned the air quality in the store and 
told him that some associates might become ill 
from mould on the tiles. He reported that he had 
over 400 stained tiles. He testified that all these 
tiles were replaced.86

Later that day, the same day that the  
Pinchin report was delivered to Scotiabank, 
Ms. Laroue, the assistant Mall manager,  
emailed Ms. Taylor, stating:

We were just informed that the 
Bank of Nova Scotia which is 
directly beside Zellers here in the 
mall in Elliot Lake had air quality 
and air contaminates testing done 
on Friday March 14, 2008. The 
report indicated that everything  
was fine.87

This email was, at its most generous, misleading. 
Everything was not fine. Although the Pinchin 
report indicated no problems with air quality 
caused by moisture, it did identify problems with 
mould which required extensive remediation.

Mr. Cuthbertson’s evidence was that Ms. Laroue 
had told other tenants in the Mall that the  
air-quality tests done by the bank had shown  
no problems.88 He advised Ms. Taylor by email on 
March 24, 2008, that he had just been notified 
that the bank’s consultant had located mould in 
the wall adjacent to the Zellers store.89
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Mr. Clinckett reports that the structure could not support a roof but 
could support a membrane plus an asphalt covering

On March 8, 2008, Mr. Clinckett delivered a document to Bob Nazarian entitled “Structural Report.” He stated that, 
after reviewing the construction drawings, both architectural and structural, the  
1999 Halsall report, and some notes he received from Coreslab, the supplier, about the 
structural capacity of the slabs on the roof, the “structural calculations for columns, 
floors, roof deck, beams, & base plates were all designed for the existing structure as 
it was envisaged by the extent of the work.”90 This conclusion was not Mr. Clinckett’s. 
He explained, contrary to his previous evidence, that he had consulted Tim Fisher, an 
engineer (who may have been retired by this time) with whom he had worked in the 
past. Mr. Fisher’s conclusion, relayed to Bob Nazarian by Mr. Clinckett, was that the 
building could support what it was being used for and no more. If a roof were to be 
constructed, it would have to be supported by a free-standing support system outside 

the building structure.91 Mr. Clinckett’s report went on to say:

The roof deck slabs were designed to carry automobile, snow, & topping loading; a diversity factor would 
include for the addition of a waterproof membrane and asphalt finish.92

He testified that this sentence meant that the total weight capacity of the deck was calculated using the 
assumption that it would support both eight feet of snow and cars. Since snow accumulation of three to four 
inches was typically cleared from the roof deck, the deck would never have to support both that much snow and 
vehicles. This concept, which he described as a “diversity factor,” allowed Mr. Clinckett and Mr. Fisher to conclude 
that the roof could support a waterproof membrane and asphalt covering. Since the snow load and vehicle 
load used to calculate the capacity of the roof were each 50 pounds per square foot (psf ), and the weight of a 
membrane and asphalt overlay was between 28 and 30 psf, the absence of either the snow load or the cars at any 
given time would, in Mr. Clinckett’s opinion, allow a membrane and asphalt overlay to be supported.93

This conclusion was not dissimilar to the opinions expressed to Algocen in 1995 by Eric Liu, the professional 
engineer with Alex Tobias Associates Limited, and engineer Paul Meyer in 1996, although they had indicated 
that a lighter “thin” membrane and asphalt covering weighing no more than 20 psf could be supported 
by the roof deck.

Mr. Liu had written that the deck could sustain the “basic snow and rain load of 53 psf or 50 psf vehicle load as 
well as 20 psf superimposed 20 psf dead load,” and so “a 20 psf maximum weight of new waterproofing system 
could be added to the existing hollow core slabs with bonded concrete topping.”94 Dr. Hassan Sarrafini of NORR 
agreed with that analysis.95 Mr. Meyer’s 1996 report concluded that the live load being borne by the roof deck 
was approximately 50 psf – on the basis that it would not be supporting more than the car load of 50 psf or the 
snow load for a roof in Elliot Lake, which he reported was 44 psf.96

If a roof were to be 
constructed, it would 
have to be supported 
by a free-standing 
support system outside 
the building structure.
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Bob Nazarian knows he has to appear to be doing something to 
deal with the leaks

By the end of March 2008, all three of Eastwood’s major tenants – the Library, Zellers, and the Bank of Nova 
Scotia – were making serious complaints about the leaks and demanding that they be fixed. Bob Nazarian had 
made promises, at least to the City, Zellers, and Northern Reflections, that the leaks would be permanently fixed 
by installing a membrane. Mr. Nazarian admitted that he knew by this point that, if he continued to repair the 
roof in the same way as in the past, it would continue to leak.97 I conclude he had no choice – he had to give his 
tenants the illusion that he was moving forward with the repairs he had promised.

Eastwood issues a call for tenders to install a membrane, names the 
winning bid, and renegs on the offer

On April 8, 2008, Mr. Clinckett issued a call for tenders, with bids closing April 17. The tender documents 
described the work required as

preparation work on the existing 3” concrete topping on the Coreslab plank roof structure; placement of 
a Hot Fluid-Applied membrane, expansion joints, protection board, & asphalt wear surface.98

A number of bids were received, and Bob Nazarian decided to award the contract to C3 Harrell Inc. (C3 Harrell), 
which had submitted a bid for $903,241.50.99 Mr. England was quick to spread the news to the tenants. On 
April 21, 2008, he emailed Ms. Morin to tell her that a contractor had been awarded the project and would 
start on May 12.100 After agreeing to a contract with C3 Harrell, however, Bob Nazarian backed off and 
refused to sign it.

Mr. Clinckett testified that Harry Hakomaki, the president of C3 Harrell, told him that he could not get a credit 
rating for Eastwood. He asked Bob Nazarian to pay for the cost of the waterproofing material, and Mr. Nazarian 
refused.101 Mr. Nazarian admitted that he had asked C3 Harrell to put up $250,000 for the materials because he 
was “not comfortable” paying that much money to a company he did not know. He was not prepared to have 
Eastwood pay for the materials.102

Bob Nazarian’s evidence was that the dispute over payment was not the main reason that he refused to sign the 
contract. He testified that he became concerned about the weight of the system and the ability of the structure 
to support it. He said he had done a computer search on this issue and decided he needed a second opinion to 
support Mr. Clinckett’s opinion.103

I heard evidence that Bob Nazarian had been warned by this time that, if he did not fix the roof, his building 
would collapse. Mr. England testified that he heard Mr. Clinckett say that to Mr. Nazarian at the Mall, after 
he had decided not to go ahead with the contract with C3 Harrell.104 Mr. Nazarian denied having been given 
this information by Mr. Clinckett.105 When Mr. Clinckett testified before the Commission, he was not asked if 
he had given this warning. He did, however, state that he did not look at the supporting steel under the roof 
and that he did not come to any conclusion about the structure of the Mall when he was working on the roof 
project. He also said that he saw nothing in his inspection that gave him concern about the safety or structural 
integrity of the building. Mr. Clinckett is an architect, not an engineer.106 He testified that he sought advice 
from an engineer before providing an opinion on the capacity of the roof as designed to support the additional 
load of a membrane and asphalt topping. It is unlikely, in my view, that he would have given an opinion as 
to the capacity of the building to support itself if it was not repaired. I am hesitant to rely on Mr. England’s 
uncorroborated evidence alone. I cannot safely conclude that Mr. Clinckett warned Mr. Nazarian in the way that 
Mr. England described.
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Eastwood makes a false public announcement that a contract has been 
signed to fix the roof

On April 30, 2008, the Elliot Lake Standard, the local newspaper, ran a front-page story with the headline “Mall 
aims to plug long-time roof problem” and a picture of Mr. England, Mr. Clinckett, and Mr. Hakomaki standing 
on the roof. The story stated that the plan was to place a rubberized membrane on the roof, cover it with a 
protective covering, and then apply a 3-inch layer of asphalt. Mr. Hakomaki was quoted as saying they planned 
to start the work in “a couple of weeks.” Mr. England was quoted as saying that Eastwood had “two engineering 
reports that stated that the structure could support the weight” and (citing a project cost of just under $1 million) 
that Bob Nazarian was “putting a lot of money into this mall.”107

This article contained false statements. Eastwood did not plan to start “in a couple of weeks.” In fact, the contract 
had not yet been signed. Eastwood did not have two engineering reports that said the structure could support 
the weight; it had one report from Mr. Clinckett, who is an architect. Bob Nazarian admitted these statements 
were not true. He testified that he told Mr. England to “take care of this false advertising, and do not make 
another mistake like this.”108

May 2008 to fall 2008: As Eastwood looks for money, the roof is 
damaged by a contractor

Eastwood attempts to borrow more money from the Royal Bank, but the 
bank threatens default

On May 12, 2008, lawyer Paul Mand was retained by Bob Nazarian to represent Eastwood in an attempt to 
borrow more money through the Royal Bank, the administrator of Eastwood’s mortgage on the Mall. On May 13, 
Mr. Mand emailed Jim Davison of the Royal Bank, writing:

I confirm that I have been retained by Mr. Nazarian, the principal of Eastwood Mall Inc., and that our 
client wishes to refinance his property in Elliot Lake for the purposes of completing renovations integral 
to the future success of the commercial mall. In short the renovations are so imperative, that if they 
are not completed the future viability of this commercial venture could be lost. I further confirm that 
you advised that the mortgage could not be refinanced in the traditional sense because RBC was not 
the mortgagee; and rather another entity through Computer Share as trustee was the mortgagee. You 
offered another solution and suggested that a bond be used to replace the revenue stream returned by 
the mortgage to the mortgagee.

As a result of our conversation you advised me that you would provide me with a defeasances quote.  
I await your response.109

Bob Nazarian testified that the “defeasance” proposal suggested by Mr. Davison was not useful to him. It would 
have required him to buy a bond which would then be used to pay the mortgage payments as they came due. 
The cost of doing so would have been almost $4.7 million.110

Mr. Mand did not pursue this proposal, but on May 23 Mr. Davison emailed him again. He wrote:

Mr. Mand has Mr. Nazarian decided if he will be proceeding with the defeasance? In addition per 
the attached email we will require current financial information on the property. As this was due 
by the end of March 2008 this constitutes a non monetary default under the mortgage. The loan 
cannot be defeased if it is in default. Please have Mr. Nazarian provide the requested information by 
May 30, 2008.111
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The attached email asked for Eastwood’s financial statements for the 2007 fiscal year, a current rent roll, and 
copies of any new leases signed in the previous year.112 This request for financial information was the first of 
several such requests from the Royal Bank to Eastwood which would impede Bob Nazarian’s efforts to borrow 
money over the coming years.

Bob Nazarian seeks a cheaper price for fixing the leaks but 
does not find one

Andrew Holford is a professional engineer who was employed with the engineering firm Kleinfeldt Consultants 
Limited in 2008. He graduated from McMaster University with a bachelor of engineering in 1993 and has 
practised continuously as a structural engineer, including building science and restoration.113

On Monday, May 26, 2008, at 5:30 p.m., Mr. Holford received a telephone call from Bob Nazarian, a friend of his 
father. Mr. Nazarian wanted to meet him as soon as possible; when Mr. Holford told him that he was busy the 
next morning, he insisted on meeting that evening. Mr. Holford went to Mr. Nazarian’s home in Richmond Hill. 
Bob Nazarian told him that he had a shopping mall that required waterproofing. He had a proposal and pricing 
for a waterproofing system that had been designed by someone else, and Mr. Holford understood that he 
wanted him to review that system and give his opinion as to whether the pricing was reasonable.114

Mr. Holford described Bob Nazarian as very eager to get the work underway as soon as possible. He wanted 
the project completed that summer. Mr. Holford arranged to travel up to Elliot Lake four days later, on Friday, 
May 30, together with a colleague from Kleinfeldt and Tony Crisostimo from Conterra, a contracting firm with 
whom Mr. Holford had worked and from whom he was hoping to get information about a possible price 
for the waterproofing work. They arrived after dark Friday evening and went to the Mall the next morning. 
They reviewed drawings showing the Coreslab detail, some structural design, and some architectural details 
for flashings. They were not given the original Coreslab shop drawings. They asked for copies of any prior 
engineering reports* and were told that none were available.115

That was not true. Bob Nazarian had access to, at a minimum, the 1999 Halsall report. Mr. Turner testified he had 
sent it to Bob Nazarian in February 2007.116 It was referred to in a letter from Mr. Clinckett to him on May 13, 2008, 
which Mr. Nazarian admitted receiving and reading.117 Mr. Holford testified that, if he had received that report, it 
would have been helpful to him.118

Mr. Holford and his colleagues inspected the deck to review the waterproofing options for a hollow core slab 
with a concrete topping deck over occupied space. They were trying to determine if the system proposed by 
Mr. Clinckett should be used or whether a different system could be devised that would be more cost-effective. 
Mr. Holford noted that many repairs had been carried out on the deck over the years and some of them were 
incomplete. Not all deterioration had been removed when repairs were done; some caulking had failed; and 
some damaged concrete had not been repaired but simply covered with more caulking. They looked to him 
like quick repairs that would have to be redone as part of a large-scale restoration project. Although they did 
not inspect the interior, they did see buckets, stained and missing ceiling tiles, and tarps being used to direct 
water to buckets.119

* Bob Nazarian, when asked repeatedly whether Mr. Holford had asked for earlier engineering reports and refusing to give a direct answer, 
finally testified that he did not remember. See Bob Nazarian testimony, July 24, 2013, pp. 17872–3.
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They returned to Toronto after spending about three hours on the deck and 15 minutes inside the Mall. 
Mr. Holford reviewed the scope of work prepared by Mr. Clinckett and concluded that it was a common 
thick-membrane hot rubberized system, reinforced and covered with a 3-inch wear coat of rubberized asphalt.  
A number of details that would typically be included in the scope of work were missing.120

He asked Conterra to prepare a bid based on Mr. Clinckett’s proposal. Mr. Holford could not recall the exact price 
Conterra proposed, but he testified it was comparable to the price quoted by C3 Harrell (which Bob Nazarian 
had already said he had accepted) and reasonable. He sent that to Bob Nazarian shortly after June 4, 2008, 
but Mr. Nazarian rejected it. He told Mr. Holford that he had wanted an improvement on the price proposed 
by C3 Harrell.121

Bob Nazarian unsuccessfully appeals to ELNOS and the City for money

Bob Nazarian attempts to convince ELNOS to take part in a deceptive scheme to 
finance the beginning of repairs
William Elliott is the general manager of the Elliot Lake and North Shore Corporation for Business Development 
(ELNOS), created in 1992 following the cancellation of the uranium supply contracts that had sustained the 
uranium mines in Elliot Lake. Ontario Hydro provided funds to compensate for the effects of the mine closure, 
and some of those funds were used to establish ELNOS, which helps sustain and diversify the economy of 
Elliot Lake and surrounding communities. ELNOS provides, among other things, loans to businesses in the 
area and is willing to take on a higher risk than a bank for such loans. Mr. Elliott reports to a board of directors 
composed of volunteers nominated by each of the five communities served by the corporation, together 
with representatives from each of the education, labour, and business sectors. It has no relationship, formal or 
informal, with Elliot Lake Retirement Living. Although individuals who were members of the board of ELNOS may 
have, from time to time, also been members of the board of Retirement Living, this dual role was coincidental.122

On May 30, 2008, Bob Nazarian and Mr. England met Mr. Elliott and Steven van Duin, the chair of the ELNOS 
Board of Directors, at the ELNOS office in Elliot Lake. Mr. Elliott testified with his memory refreshed by the notes 
he made during the course of the meeting.123 Bob Nazarian started the meeting by saying he was the owner of 
the Mall, and the roof was a significant issue that needed to be dealt with. Mr. Elliott’s notes indicate “roof issue – 
problem with original installation – no waterproof membrane (was in 1989 [sic; probably meant 1999] report, but 
not disclosed to Nazarian).”124 Mr. Nazarian admitted telling Mr. Elliott that the problem with the roof was caused 
by the membrane not having been installed during construction, but denied telling him that the absence of a 
membrane was in an earlier report not disclosed to him.125

As I have indicated, Bob Nazarian was told of the 1999 Halsall report on at least two earlier occasions. I conclude 
from Mr. Elliott’s note that, by May 30, 2008, at least, Mr. Nazarian had read it and knew of the potential for 
structural damage if the roof was not dealt with in one of the two ways proposed by its authors. His seeming 
acceptance of Mr. Clinckett’s proposal for a membrane, and his promises to his tenants, the City, and the public 
that a membrane would be installed, may well have been a result of his review of the Halsall report.

Bob Nazarian told Mr. Elliott that he had a restrictive mortgage that prohibited a second mortgage and would 
impose high penalties if breached. He also told him that it was going to cost $980,000 to fix the roof (the amount 
of the C3 Harrell quote that he had orally agreed to) and that Zellers, the Library, Scotiabank, and Northern 
Reflections had all threatened to leave if the leaks were not fixed. He indicated that he would be meeting with 
Mayor Hamilton and Mr. Bauthus to attempt to get financial support from the City – potentially, tax relief.126

Mr. Elliott said that they discussed using one of Mr. Nazarian’s other companies’ properties as security for a loan, 
but Mr. Nazarian told him that he had access to only about $200,000 of cash from other sources.127
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Mr. Elliott testified that Mr. Nazarian told him that “the contractors and engineers are here and they’re working” – 
a statement corroborated by his note saying exactly that, with the word “here” underlined. Mr. Elliott also testified 
that Bob Nazarian told him that the contractors who were working had successfully completed two other very 
similar jobs where there were leaking parking lots over a development. The statement that the contractors were 
there and working surprised Mr. Elliott – his office looks out directly on the Mall, and he had seen no evidence of 
any work being done beyond the regular activity on the roof.128

Bob Nazarian denied telling Mr. Elliott that contractors were already working on the roof. He testified that he  
told him that they were “in the process of working on the roof the old-fashioned way of caulking and so on.”129  
I accept Mr. Elliot’s evidence. There were no such contractors. The contract with C3 Harrell had not been signed.130 
A representative of Conterra had travelled from Toronto with Mr. Holford the day before to look at the Mall and 
to consider a bid to do the work in accordance with Mr. Clinckett’s plan, but he was not working on the roof. Nor 
were “engineers” working there. Mr. Clinckett, an architect, had delivered his report and his plans for the work, 
and Bob Nazarian had decided not to proceed with the contractor chosen as a result of that process. Mr. Holford 
was, that day, inspecting the Mall to review Mr. Clinckett’s plan but had not yet even agreed with Bob Nazarian 
on the basis for payment. He did not intend to charge him if they did not reach an agreement on his services.131

Mr. Elliott told Bob Nazarian that, before ELNOS could agree to any loan, he would have to provide a business 
plan, past financial statements, projected future financial statements to see the impact of the work on the cash 
flow of the business, and some type of assurance that the work was actually going to solve the problem.132

They discussed the potential of Bob Nazarian borrowing $125,000 from ELNOS and another $125,000 from the 
Community Futures Development Corporation, a federally funded organization with an economic development 
mandate similar to ELNOS and with which ELNOS frequently worked. Bob Nazarian then said that he could 
raise $200,000 which, together with $125,000 from each of ELNOS and the Community Futures Development 
Corporation, would provide $450,000. Mr. Elliott then pointed out that that would not be enough to pay the 
projected cost of $890,000. Bob Nazarian replied that $450,000 was enough to get the contractors mobilized, on 
site, and starting to work. Once that happened, he would figure out at some point in the future how he would 
pay the balance. Mr. Elliott testified that, once he heard that, he stopped taking notes because such a scheme 
would never be accepted by ELNOS. After the meeting, he told Mr. van Duin that they had just been asked to 
participate in a fraud on a contractor by securing a service for which he had no 
ability to pay.133

Bob Nazarian admitted telling Mr. Elliott that a total of $450,000 would be 
enough. He testified that his plan was to “go after the RBC” for the excess 
required. He was referring to a “reserve fund” established by the mortgagee 
to which Eastwood was required to make payments to be used, with the 
mortgagee’s permission, to make required capital expenditures. At one time, 
this fund reached $300,000, and Bob Nazarian hoped to gain access to those 
funds to pay to fix the roof. He admitted that the mortgagee had to agree to 
allow him to use these funds. He said that, if they did not, “we had to take a 
lawsuit or something, because it’s our money.” That was his “plan” for financing 
the balance of the $890,000 if he could borrow $250,000 from ELNOS and the 
Community Futures Development Corporation. Even if he could access the 
$300,000 reserve fund, he would have been short about $200,000.134

I conclude he had no plan. He was just looking to borrow money from whichever source he could find, to at 
least start work on the Mall’s roof so as to dissuade tenants from leaving. And, as I indicated earlier, he was not 
prepared to put his other considerable assets into the “black hole” of the Algo Mall.135

I conclude he had no plan. He 
was just looking to borrow 
money from whichever 
source he could find, to 
at least start work on the 
Mall’s roof so as to dissuade 
tenants from leaving. And, 
as I indicated earlier, he was 
not prepared to put his other 
considerable assets into the 
“black hole” of the Algo Mall.
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Bob Nazarian asks the City for financial support to fix the roof
Mr. Elliott’s notes taken during the meeting with Bob Nazarian and Mr. England state, “[W]ill be seeing Rick H. and 
Fred B. today @ 11:30 a.m.”136 Mr. Elliott testified that Mr. Nazarian told him he was going to see Mayor Hamilton 
and Mr. Bauthus to ask for financial support and, potentially, tax relief from the City.137 Bob Nazarian testified 
that he did meet with them on that date because “we were desperate on getting fund or any way to fix the 
roof permanently,” and he asked them “as the largest taxpayer in the town” for help, including (although he was 
unsure of the date on which he asked this) to “arrange a couple of years of taxes to be forgiven so that we can 
use the fund to remedy the roof repair.”138 Although Mr. Bauthus could not remember the specific date of such 
a meeting, he did recall meeting Bob Nazarian with Mayor Hamilton and Mr. England in the spring of 2008 to 
discuss fixing the roof. While he did recall Bob Nazarian saying that the repairs would cost over a million dollars, 
he “would have assumed that he was looking for money in that respect,” but he could not “recall that he spoke 
specifically on the financing of the issue.”139

I conclude that a meeting took place between Bob Nazarian, Mr. Bauthus, and Mayor Hamilton on May 30, 2008, 
at which Mr. Nazarian asked for the City’s support in fixing the roof. It is probable that, at that meeting, 
Mr. Nazarian asked the City for financial support. It was not forthcoming.

Syl Allard retires without seeing that the Notice of Violation was enforced

On May 30, 2008, Syl Allard retired as the chief building official and property standards officer of the City of 
Elliot Lake. Chris Clouthier replaced him in an acting capacity.140

Between October 24, 2006, when the Notice of Violation was issued, and May 30, 2008, Mr. Allard never received 
a copy of the engineering report he had demanded in the notice. Nor were the leaks fixed. When asked what 
he did to obtain compliance with the Notice of Violation, he testified, “I had every indication that it was on its 
way, that they were working on it.” It was his evidence that he tried to gain compliance by co-operation, and 
Eastwood was attempting to address both the issues in the notice. He said: “I was of the impression that it was 
on its way, and every indication that they were co-operating in terms of providing that.”141 I do not accept this 
evidence. Mr. Allard received an email from Bruce Caughill in February 2007 stating that he would be receiving 
a report within six months (by the end of August 2007). That email was sent more than two months after the 
engineering report was required by the notice. When August 2007 came and went, Mr. Allard did nothing. He did 
nothing to verify that the roof repairs were ongoing. He did nothing when the newspaper story was published 
on April 30, 2008, stating that $1 million of repairs were about to be undertaken and no building permit had 
been applied for.

Mr. Allard knew, by his own statement in the report he prepared of his inspection of October 19, 2006, that there 
was a potential for structural damage from the years of leaks.142 He did nothing other than to issue his Notice of 
Violation of October 24, 2006. It was nothing more than an empty threat and was treated as such.

Mr. Clouthier had no involvement whatsoever with the Notice of Violation after it was issued – Mr. Allard was 
handling it.143 That lack of involvement should have prompted Mr. Allard to take steps to ensure that either his 
interim successor, Mr. Clouthier, or his permanent successor were advised of the situation and its potential risks. 
Mr. Allard did not give Mr. Clouthier any briefing on any outstanding files or matters that were ongoing at the 
City before his departure.144

I can conceive of no justification for this inaction. Mr. Allard was aware of the risks created by the ongoing  
leaks. He had the ability to determine the extent of the risks, force the leaks to be repaired, or close the Mall.  
He chose to do nothing.
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Andrew Holford concludes that the roof deck’s design will not support 
Mr. Clinckett’s proposal

After Mr. Holford returned to Toronto on May 31, 2008, Bob Nazarian asked him whether he could improve, in 
both performance and cost, on the system proposed by Mr. Clinckett. This request was never formalized into a 
signed retainer with Kleinfeldt.145 Mr. Holford was asked to consider erecting a permanent tent-like structure 
over the parking deck. He visited Sherway Gardens in Toronto where a similar structure was in place. He reviewed 
technical information and determined that it would cost about $17 million. Bob Nazarian confirmed Mr. Holford’s 
conclusion that this was obviously not an acceptable alternative.146

Mr. Holford reviewed Mr. Clinckett’s proposal. He was concerned about Mr. Clinckett’s reliance on a “diversity 
factor” to effectively conclude that the roof could support the added weight of a thick membrane and asphalt 
wearing course. He said that the concept appeared to him to be akin to what is called a “load reduction factor” 
– reducing the design load for a building on the basis that equal loads over the entire floor are unlikely.147 
Mr. Holford’s reaction to Mr. Clinckett’s proposal may be explained by the fact that Mr. Clinckett had not 
included in his written report the information that the calculations supporting his proposal were made on the 
basis that the snow and the cars would not both be on the roof deck at the same time – a point he made in his 
testimony before me.

Mr. Holford spoke to Bob Nazarian and told him he had doubts as to whether Mr. Clinckett’s system would 
work.148 Mr. Nazarian confirmed that he had asked Mr. Holford to determine whether the weight of the proposed 
system would be excessive.149

Mr. Holford did not inspect the condition of the supporting steel structure or the hollow core slabs themselves. 
He had not been told that the leaks were as widespread, intense, and long-lasting as they were. He was not 
asked to do such an inspection. His calculations were made to determine whether the building was designed to 
support the load of the proposed thick membrane and asphalt topping.150

Mr. Holford was asked whether he told Bob Nazarian anything about the effect of the water on the structure. It 
was his evidence that this was a “given.” Although he did not tell Mr. Nazarian that the damage was so severe that 
he believed there was potential for imminent danger, he did tell him that the water was causing damage. When 
I asked him whether he had specifically told him that continued water ingress would damage the structure, he 
said that he had.151 It is unfortunate that this information was never reduced to writing.

Mr. Holford contacted Coreslab in an effort to determine the load capacity. He received the original shop 
drawings and some design tables on June 11, 2008, and spoke to someone from Coreslab. Stephen Blaney, the 
president of Kleinfeldt, did some calculations as well. He determined that the system had been designed to 
carry 120 psf. He calculated that the additional load from the proposed thick membrane and asphalt topping 
would make the total load on the structure between 140 and 143 psf – too much for the building to support.152 
These calculations were not completed until July 16, 2008, long after the work on the roof started.

Eastwood had also asked Mr. Clinckett to confirm his opinion that the load would be supported. On 
June 10, 2008, Antoine-René Fabris, Eastwood’s lawyer, wrote to Mr. Clinckett, stating:

I have had the opportunity of reviewing the documents in regards to fluid applied waterproofing and 
asphalt cover with respect to the upper deck of the Algo Centre Mall.

I have also had reviewed [sic] your correspondence dated March 13th, 2008.

Would you please provide a letter with respect to the ability of the roof to withstand the added weight of 
both the membrane and the additional asphalt?153
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In the meantime, however, before Mr. Clinckett had answered that question and before Mr. Holford had given 
Bob Nazarian his opinion on that issue, Eastwood purported to enter into contracts which appeared intended to 
put Mr. Clinckett’s design in place and made public statements that the work was underway.

June 2008: The leaks continue, and Eastwood’s promised 
repairs are underway

Zellers complains and is given false assurances that work is starting
June 2008 was a particularly difficult time for leaks. Mr. Cuthbertson, Zellers’ manager, testified that customers 
would often complain about the leaks, the number of buckets, and the fact that aisles were closed off. On 
June 5, 2008, a customer wrote to say: “It felt as though it were raining inside, buckets everywhere, could not 
access the sporting good section easily.” Mr. Cuthbertson testified that Mall management had told him in the 
spring that they had hired a construction company to replace the silicone in all the joints and they would start 
work as soon as the weather was warm enough.154

On June 13, 2008, Mr. Cuthbertson received an email from Ms. Taylor advising him that she had just been  
told by Bob Nazarian that he was meeting the following Monday or Tuesday with the engineers, experts, and 
contractors to discuss the roof work, which he expected to begin that week. On June 16, she emailed him to  
say that Mr. England had told her that the contract had been signed and the crew was to begin work on June 18. 
On June 18, Mr. Cuthbertson responded, telling her that there were no contractors on the roof.155

Empire Roofing: A bogus company with a bogus contract to placate Zellers
Eastwood’s false statement to Zellers that a contract had been signed was facilitated by the creation of a 
corporation and a contract designed to give the false appearance that work was set to begin.

Andrew Sennett operated a company known as Bitflow Software. He testified that its business related to Internet 
protocol technology – anything to do with the Internet, such as networking, surveillance over the Internet, and 
telephony. He has no experience in the construction business, has never done any roofing or concrete work, and 
is not a structural engineer or architect. He was hired by Bob Nazarian in late 2007 to install a surveillance system 
in the Mall. The surveillance system was not completely installed until 2009. Throughout 2008 and 2009, he was 
in Elliot Lake every few months for a day or two, more frequently in the summer of 2008. He would usually travel 
from Toronto with Mr. Nazarian. From time to time, Mr. Nazarian would ask Mr. Sennett to attend meetings with 
him. He testified that he was usually introduced as Eastwood’s security consultant.156

On June 16, 2008, Mr. Sennett incorporated a company called The Empire Roofing and Restorations Inc.157 He 
testified that Bob Nazarian had asked him to do so, saying that he needed a “shell company to do construction 
and financing for him.” Mr. Sennett testified that he did not ask Mr. Nazarian why he did not incorporate the 
company through his lawyer or do it himself. It was never Mr. Sennett’s intention to run the company. He 
testified: “[I]t [Empire Roofing] will prepare whatever needed for his business needs for the construction and the 
finance. That’s my understanding.”; The company would be transferred to Mr. Nazarian “some time after.”158

Bob Nazarian’s evidence was different. He testified: “Since … we are in hardship, as a good friend, he 
[Mr. Sennett] brought this gesture, that maybe he can help us by creating a new company and work very hard 
with Levon to try to get us the fund that we need.” It was Bob Nazarian’s evidence that Mr. Sennett suggested 
that the company be created because the mortgage administered by the Royal Bank was making it hard for 
Eastwood to borrow money, and that he “probably can get funds for us through another company.”159
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On June 16, the same day the company was incorporated, a contract was executed between Empire Roofing and 
Eastwood on a standard construction contract form.160 It was signed by Bob Nazarian on behalf of Eastwood, and 
by Mr. Sennett on behalf of Empire Roofing. The work required by the contract was described as “Fluid Applied 
Waterproof Membrane and Asphalt Cover,” with Mr. Clinckett listed as the consultant. The contract was identical 
to the contract prepared by Mr. Clinckett to be entered into with C3 Harrell after the tender call, with three 
exceptions – the price was left blank, the name and address of the contractor was completed at clause 6.1, and 
both parties signed it.161 Even the date of May 14, 2008, on the front page of the contract was the same, although 
the Empire Roofing contract was signed on June 16.

Mr. Sennett testified that Bob Nazarian walked into his office and said “he wanted me to sign this because 
he needed to obtain finance for the mall to fix the roof, so I signed it.” He said he did not ask him any other 
questions about the contract, and he signed it because he trusted that Bob Nazarian knew what he was doing. 
Empire Roofing never had any employees, and he himself did not have the ability to perform the work. Nor did 
he have any intention of performing the work. Mr. Sennett testified that Mr. Nazarian said his engineers would  
do whatever was required.162

Bob Nazarian testified that the contract was entirely prepared by Mr. Sennett and presented to him (Mr. Nazarian) 
at his son Levon’s office or Mr. Sennett’s office. He did not believe, however, that Empire Roofing was going to do 
the work that Mr. Clinckett was proposing for the roof. He testified that Eastwood would get a contractor to do 
the job under Mr. Sennett’s supervision. He had no idea who that contractor would contract with. He said he was 
“vague and uncomfortable with this situation.”163

Hudson’s Bay was advised on June 16, 2008, that “the contract has been signed and the crew is to begin this 
Wednesday.”164 That same day Empire Roofing was incorporated and the false contract signed.165 At some point, 
the contract was sent to Hudson’s Bay, because the Commission obtained it from that company alone.

It is clear to me that both Bob Nazarian and Mr. Sennett knew that Empire Roofing would never be a legitimate 
company. It was formed as a result of an agreement between them to use the company as a ruse to make it 
appear that Eastwood had entered into a contract to fix the roof, though it had done no such thing. The first 
time this company was used was to convince the Hudson’s Bay Company, the owner of Zellers, that Eastwood 
was about to fix the roof – when that was patently false. As will be seen, it was also used later in an attempt 
to obtain funding.

Bob Nazarian makes a false public announcement that repair work is underway
The June 2008 edition of the Northern Business Journal ran a story with the headline, “City’s mall focuses on 
community, customers.” It featured a photograph of Bob Nazarian, Mr. England, and Mr. Sennett with the caption 
indicating that these men “are busy making improvements to the Algo Centre Mall.” The article stated:

The mall’s roof has had a leaking problem since the 1980s but Eastwood is addressing that problem and 
spending close to $1 million to repair it.

The plan is to place a rubberized membrane on the 120,000 square-foot roof parking area, put a 
protective covering on top of it and then apply a three-inch layer of asphalt.

“Tenants and customers don’t want to see that,” said Sennett. “Ceiling tiles have been changed but there 
is going to be a permanent solution.”166
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Bob Nazarian denied giving the journalist this information but acknowledged being interviewed for the article. 
He admitted that, at the time this article was published, he was still seeking funding for the work and was 
seeking a second opinion about the weight issue. Nevertheless, he testified that they had the “approximate” 
funds “to start to almost finish by injecting money from the line of credit of my house, getting the fund from the 
Royal Bank, and getting some kind of income from the Mall.”167 But he had not signed a real contract to fix the 
roof with anyone at the time this article was published. As he had done so many times before, he was making 
promises that he was not in a position to keep.

Peak Restoration is hired to do half a job

Bob Nazarian looks for a cheaper contract – and gets one
Glen Day is a contractor who, he claims, has worked in the construction business for about 35 years and has 
done restoration work, including waterproofing. He owns his business, Peak Restoration. He testified that he had 
experience in restoring parking garages and applying membranes. He is a member of Serpent River First Nation, 
which is located near Elliot Lake, although he has lived and worked in Ottawa and Toronto.168

Isadore Day, the chief of the Serpent River First Nation, is Glen Day’s cousin. Glen Day testified that Chief Day 
had told him that Bob Nazarian would be doing some work on the roof of the Mall.169 Bob Nazarian confirmed 
this point.170 Glen Day, Isadore Day, Bob Nazarian, Mr. England, and Mr. Fabris, Eastwood’s lawyer, had dinner 
in around the second week of June 2008.171 They discussed the roof leak issues, and after dinner they walked 
around the Mall. Glen Day testified that Bob Nazarian showed him different areas where the roof was leaking.  
He saw pails on the floor and stained ceiling tiles.172

On June 18, 2008, after the dinner had taken place, Mr. Clinckett faxed Glen Day the specifications he had 
prepared for the tender process.173 Mr. Day testified that he was sent these documents so he could price the 
work.174 By this time, Mr. Nazarian had received and rejected prices from both C3 Harrell and Conterra on the 
basis that they were too expensive – C3 Harrell not being willing to pay for the materials itself. Two days earlier, 
he had signed the false contract with Empire Roofing.

The specifications sent to Mr. Day provided for the installation of a membrane manufactured by Carlisle Coatings 
and Waterproofing Inc., an American company. That product is applied as a hot liquid. It needed to be covered 
with a thin sheet of protection board, and then an asphalt driving or wearing surface.175

On Sunday, June 22, Mr. Day sent to Bob Nazarian, Mr. England, and Mr. Clinckett a proposed contract. He 
quoted a price of $619,369, of which $214,950 was for the asphalt topping. He also quoted prices for caulking, 
installation of new drains, and temporary patching (“expose problem areas by removing existing failed materials 
and temporarily replace with short-term membrane”) at prices which were dependent on the amount of work 
required.176 The total price, excluding these extras, was almost $300,000 less than the price Mr. Nazarian had 
agreed to pay C3 Harrell before he resiled from that contract, and $400,000 less than what he had told the 
community he was going to pay in his statements to the Elliot Lake Standard and the Northern Business Journal.

Mr. Day’s proposed contract also contained the following clause:

Upon the commencement of work, mobilization will be invoiced at $100,000, plus GST. Invoices to be 
broken out as follows: $50,000 plus GST as per June 26, 2008 and $50,000 plus GST as per July 3, 2008 – 
both to be paid upon receipt.177
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Peak Restoration starts work without a signed contract
Mr. Fabris testified that on June 22, 2008, Mr. Nazarian telephoned and, over the course of a three-hour 
conversation, told him that he had decided to give the contract to Mr. Day. Mr. Fabris attempted to convince 
Mr. Nazarian to wait until Mr. Day’s references had been checked. It was his evidence that, at the end of the call, 
he had persuaded Mr. Nazarian to wait for the references before any decision was made.178

Nevertheless, Mr. Day and his men began work on June 23 or 24. Mr. Fabris testified that the work started 
June 23.179 Robert Cousineau, Mr. Day’s general manager, made a note on June 24 which stated that they had 
removed approximately 200 feet of expansion joint and caulking, removed a concrete patch 18 inches in width 
and 10 feet in length, recovered the affected area with concrete and resealed it. A second note the next day, 
June 25, advised that they were working on the expansion joint at the elevator entrance, and the more they 
removed the more work was required.180

The work was proceeding without a signed contract. Mr. Day testified that, after they had started to work on the 
roof but before the contract was signed, he was shown a number of reports by Mr. England, including the Trow 
report of November 6, 1995.181 That report, which was in a letter to Rod Caughill, the development supervisor at 
Algoma Central Properties Inc., the Mall’s owner at the time, was in response to specific questions he had put to 
Trow. Trow advised that a waterproofing system which weighed up to 20 psf could be installed over the existing 
concrete topping.182

Mr. Day testified that he discussed this report with Bob Nazarian and Brian England. He said that he wanted to 
be sure that the installation, including the 3-inch asphalt topping required by Carlisle for it to provide a warranty, 
could be installed. He also testified that he spoke to the asphalt supplier and determined, on the basis of the 
Trow report, that the weight of the wearing course would be too much for the roof to support.183

Bob Nazarian denied ever seeing the report or ever talking to Mr. Day about the issue of the maximum 
weight the roof could support.184 He agreed, however, that he was concerned about the weight. He had asked 
Mr. Holford for his opinion on the issue and had Mr. Fabris ask Mr. Clinckett. Neither had replied by the time 
Mr. Day started to work on the roof. It was his evidence, however, that he did not know that Mr. Day’s forces  
were at work. He testified that he and his son Levon decided not to sign the contract Mr. Day had sent on  
June 22 because they were attempting to determine whether the 3-inch asphalt topping could be applied.  
As he explained, “[W]e put Mr. Day on hold until we get a response from Kleinfeldt.” He did not, however, tell 
Mr. Day not to start work.185

As I have indicated, Mr. Day’s forces started to work no later than June 24, 2008. Mr. Fabris noticed their presence 
and wrote to Bob Nazarian that day:

Please be advised that I have yet to receive an opinion letter from Mr. Clinckett with respect to the 
additional weight load on the roof of the mall.

Further, perhaps you could advise me as to why contractors are currently working at the site. It is my 
understanding that the contract is yet to be executed and/or awarded.186

Bob Nazarian testified that, when he received that letter, he was shocked. He telephoned Mr. Fabris and asked 
why Mr. Day’s forces had started to work when the contract was not yet executed. He did not give him any 
instructions, but then called Mr. England and asked how he permitted the work to start without knowing 
whether they had a contract. He testified that Mr. England responded that he was under the impression that 
Mr. Nazarian had given permission for the work to start.187
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Mr. Fabris’s evidence was different. He testified that he called Bob Nazarian, not the other way around. He also 
testified that, when he expressed his concern to Mr. Nazarian that he had thought no work would start until 
Mr. Day’s references were checked, Mr. Nazarian said that Mr. England had received references and that he 
needed to get the work started or he was going to lose tenants.188

For the reasons I set out below, I accept Mr. Fabris’s evidence on this point.

The City notices the ongoing work and issues an order against it
Mr. Fabris was not the only person to notice the work on the roof. On June 25, 2008, Mr. Clouthier, the acting chief 
building official, received a telephone call stating that work was being done on top of the roof deck at the Mall. 
He went over to investigate and found a crew of six to eight men, with compressors, hoses, and jackhammers, 
about to start working on the roof. He spoke to Mr. England and told him he was not to carry out any work 
without first getting a building permit. Mr. England argued that a patch repair on a parking lot did not need a 
building permit, but Mr. Clouthier went ahead and issued an order to comply under section 12(2) of the Building 
Code Act. It required Eastwood either to obtain a building permit for the construction or to restore the area to its 
original state. The order to comply was delivered to Mr. England and faxed to Bob Nazarian.189

On June 30, 2008, Mr. England provided the City’s Building Department with an application for a building permit. 
The information provided was quite sparse. The work was described as “waterproofing of top parking deck,” and 
the project value was estimated at $700,000.190

Eastwood signs a contract with Peak Restoration but deletes the asphalt covering 
needed to make the repair work
On June 27, 2008, Mr. Day signed a contract with Eastwood Mall for the repair work on the roof deck.191 The 
contract was the one he had sent on June 22, but with the asphalt topping crossed out and the words “not 
included” written beside that clause. The deletion reduced the total price by $214,950. It also meant that, when 
Mr. Day finished his work, the roof would not be waterproofed: the asphalt wear course was essential to the 
project. It was also required for the manufacturer’s warranty to apply.

Bob Nazarian did not sign the contract on behalf of Eastwood. Mr. England signed, but over a signature line that 
read “Brian England Eastwood Mall Inc.” with the word “witness” in a handwritten addition. The contract had a line 
for Mr. Nazarian’s signature on behalf of Eastwood Mall Inc., but it was left blank.

On June 30, 2013, Mr. Fabris wrote to Mr. England, with a copy sent to Bob Nazarian, saying:

I have reviewed the quote from Building Restoration and General Contracting, and confirm you attended 
our office on June 27, 2008 along with Mr. Day to execute the contract.

I would like to note that while I do not profess to have any specific knowledge with respect to roof 
renovations, it appears as though the contract does follow the standard construction document 
provided by Mr. Clinckett, the architect.

I confirm we excluded from the contract the asphalt topping component as I understand that you are 
reviewing a contract with K.J. Beamish to undertake this.

I have not been able to check any references for Mr. Day, but I understand that you have done so and 
confirmed that he is a reputable contractor who has a history of performing this type of work.192

Bob Nazarian testified that the first time he knew the contract had been signed was when he received this letter 
on June 30. He said that he had an “uncomfortable feeling that how could it be that we are cancelling the asphalt 
on top and yet we are signing a contract to go ahead and do the job?”193 He testified that the only thing that 
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Mr. Fabris said to him about whether Mr. Day should be hired before the contract was signed was that it seemed 
to him that Mr. Day’s company was legitimate.194 When pressed, however, he said that it was “possible” that 
Mr. Fabris spoke to him for three hours on the Sunday before the contract was signed and told him that it was a 
bad idea to sign it.195 He was adamant, however, that

Mr. Day’s contract was simply unprecedented because we did not sign his contract and we talked about 
it and we were inquiring about the possibility of that kind of repair, it would be suitable for our roof or 
not and yet, next, we know the job has been started.196

Mr. Fabris’s evidence on this point was, again, different from his client’s. He testified that he had spoken to 
Bob Nazarian about his concerns regarding the ability of the roof to support the asphalt coating and about 
the lack of references for Mr. Day. He stated that Mr. Nazarian told him that Mr. Clinckett had satisfied him 
that the roof would support the extra weight; that Mr. England had told him (Mr. Fabris) that he had checked 
the references of Mr. Day and was satisfied, but that he had told Mr. Nazarian he did not believe him; and that 
Mr. Nazarian told him that Mr. England could sign the contract.197

Mr. Fabris’s evidence is partially corroborated by that of Mr. England, who testified that Bob Nazarian asked 
him to go to Mr. Fabris’s office to sign the contract, but only as a witness.198 Mr. Fabris’s evidence is also partially 
corroborated by a letter he wrote to Mr. Nazarian on July 2, 2008:

Further to our conversation of June 26th, 2008, I confirm that I have reviewed the weight calculations 
from Mr. Clinckett; I also confirm that you are satisfied as to the ability of the Mall to support the added 
weight of both the asphalt and the membrane.

I have spoken to Brian [England], he has advised me that he checked the references of Mr. Day, however 
they were not provided to me prior to the contract being commenced.

I have reviewed the terms of the contract, which in the whole is legal and binding, and seems to fulfil the 
requirements of the leaky roof.199

Bob Nazarian testified that “[d]efinitely I was not sure” about the ability of the roof to support the extra weight 
and that Mr. Fabris was not wrong but “confused” when he wrote that he was satisfied on that point.200 There 
is no evidence, however, that Mr. Nazarian wrote back to Mr. Fabris to deny the lawyer’s assertion that he was 
satisfied or to tell him that the contract was not binding because Mr. England was not authorized to sign it.

Instead of doing either of those things, in accordance with the unsigned contract Bob Nazarian paid Mr. Day for 
the work his forces had started. On June 25, Peak Restoration issued an invoice in the amount of $50,000, plus 
$2,500 GST, for the initial mobilization payment.201 Eastwood paid that invoice on Mr. Nazarian’s instructions 
sometime around the end of June or beginning of July.202

Mr. Nazarian testified that he made that payment, despite not authorizing the work. I do not accept that 
evidence. At this point in my review of the evidence, I would not be making an overstatement to assert that 
Bob Nazarian does not spend money unless he is obliged to do so. This payment was made after the contract was 
signed on June 27, 2008. This establishes, in my view, that the contract was executed by Mr. England on that date 
in accordance with the authority he had been given by Mr. Nazarian to do so. Mr. Nazarian had decided, at least 
by June 27, that Mr. Day would carry out at least the surface preparation and membrane application portion of 
the roof repair.

Mr. Nazarian went ahead with this work even though he did not know at that time whether the roof would be 
able to support the asphalt overlay that was required to ensure that the membrane would protect against further 
leaks. Mr. Fabris’s letter of June 10 to Mr. Clinckett, asking him to review his opinion on that issue, had not yet 
been answered. Nor had Mr. Holford of Kleinfeldt provided his opinion. I conclude that Bob Nazarian had decided 
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that the situation with his tenants and their complaints about the leaks were so significant to the ongoing 
economic viability of the Algo Mall that he had to be seen to be doing something. Consequently, he proceeded 
with the cheapest alternative he had. He hired Mr. Day’s crew to do half the job, without knowing whether the 
job could be finished.

One may ask why Mr. England signed the contract merely as a “witness.” I accept his evidence that he did so on 
Bob Nazarian’s instructions. The effect was that it gave Mr. Nazarian some basis to argue, should Mr. Day seek 
to enforce the contract, that it was not binding because it had not been signed on behalf of Eastwood. Given 
Mr. Nazarian’s ongoing refusal to commit his company to significant expenditures, it is hard not to draw the 
conclusion that this was what he intended. As the evidence showed, Mr. Nazarian had a pattern of leaving the 
impression that he had committed himself without having clearly done so. Furthermore, this behaviour was 
consistent with Mr. Nazarian’s own admission: “I do not like to leave a paper trace.”203

Eastwood does not pay Peak Restoration what the contract says is due and 
manipulates payments to facilitate a false grant application
Mr. Nazarian did not, however, pay Mr. Day’s company all that it was entitled to under the contract. As noted 
above, the contract called for two mobilization payments of $50,000 plus GST – one on June 26 and one on 
July 3. The first was paid. An invoice for the second was issued by Mr. Day on June 25 – 10 days early – but was 
not paid in full. Both invoices were issued to Eastwood Mall Inc., the company that owned the Mall and had 
entered into the contract with Peak Restoration.204

Mr. Day testified that, after the first invoice had been paid, Bob Nazarian told him that he wanted to pay the 
invoices through another company. He also said that he would pay him only another $30,000, rather than the 
$100,000 called for by the contract, and he wanted the entire $80,000 to have been paid by the other company. 
Mr. Day issued a new invoice in the amount of $80,000 plus $4,000 GST directed to Empire Roofing.205 Mr. Day 
and Mr. Nazarian met at the bank used by Empire Roofing in Richmond Hill. Mr. Nazarian gave Mr. Day a cheque 
for $80,000 drawn on Empire Roofing’s account, and Mr. Day gave Mr. Nazarian a cheque for $52,500.206

Mr. Nazarian confirmed that this exchange took place and testified that it was done this way at the request of 
Mr. Sennett, who had told him that, to make Empire Roofing “legitimate,” some transaction should be shown in 
the company.207 Mr. Sennett denied knowing anything about this invoice, testifying that the first time he saw it 
was when he was provided with documents by the Commission before giving his evidence.208

Bank records show that the Empire Roofing account was opened on June 27, 2008 (the day the contract  
with Peak Restoration was signed), and Bob Nazarian could make withdrawals without a co-signer.* An  
$84,000 cheque from Eastwood endorsed by Bob Nazarian209 was deposited into the Empire Roofing account  
on July 3, 2008.210 A bank transfer of funds to Peak Restoration of $80,000 was made on the same day.211

When asked why it was necessary to go through this process, which made it appear that Peak Restoration was 
being paid by Empire Roofing rather than Eastwood (the actual payor), Bob Nazarian testified:

Completely legitimate. We were giving a chance to our friend to find a grant for us. We have purchased 
a booklet. We paid, I think, close to $450, if I’m not mistaking, to show what kind of government grant 
there is for a company that’s in need of extra fund.

We were struggling to survive. We were not making too much money. We were almost losing money. 
Our line of credit in our house was gone down and we were knocking every door possible for help. 

* Exhibit 6202. In addition, signing authority was held by any two of Bob Nazarian, Irene Nazarian, or Alex Sennett.
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We couldn’t get help from the City of Elliot Lake to reduce the taxation. We couldn’t get help from the 
existing mortgage which was tying our hands from the back.

... As we have seen, we didn’t get any kind of proper response, even though I was not involved, from 
ELNOS. And this gentleman, Mr. Sennett which was very dear friend, he was trying to help us get a grant. 
And we have followed his order in order to be able to survive. And there’s no hanky-panky or ... any other 
reason beside this.212

I do not accept this evidence. Hanky panky redux! As I have indicated, Bob Nazarian had the ability to pay for 
the needed repairs. It is clear to me that the establishment of Empire Roofing, and the manipulations with 
the payments to Peak Restoration, were part of a scheme to present the false picture that Empire Roofing was 
a legitimate company engaged in the repairs to the roof. Mr. Nazarian followed this process because, as he 
testified, he hoped to become the beneficiary of a grant intended to facilitate those needed repairs.

Bob Nazarian testified that the payment made to Peak Restoration was $80,000, rather than the $100,000 
required by the contract, simply because “I have decided to reduce it to $80,000.”213 Mr. Day testified that, although 
that was not the agreement, he agreed to have his forces continue working with the reduced payment.214

The membrane is not ordered
Mr. Day was not, however, prepared to pay for the cost of the materials needed to install the Carlisle membrane 
system. He testified that they cost about $160,000, and he wanted to have Eastwood pay for them because he 
had heard that other suppliers were having trouble getting their bills paid.215 On July 7, 2008, Bob Nazarian 
refused to do so, taking the position that Mr. Day’s company had to start the job before he would pay any 
more.216 As a result, the materials, essential to the fix that Mr. Day was supposed to be putting in place, 
were not ordered.217

The City’s new chief building official learns of the work being done without a 
building permit and does nothing to stop it
Bruce Ewald became the chief building official at the City of Elliot Lake on July 7, 2008, and held that position 
at the time the Commission heard evidence. He had worked in construction, starting as a labourer in 1981 
and becoming a site supervisor in 1987. In 2000, he spent a year taking courses to be certified under the 
Ontario Building Code as a building inspector. He started work in that position in the Township of Springwater, 
Ontario, and by 2008 he was that municipality’s deputy chief building official. Springwater has a population of 
approximately 12,000 residents, about the same size as Elliot Lake. It is predominantly rural218 and did not have  
a property standards by-law.*

Mr. Ewald testified that when he began work at the City, he familiarized himself with the by-laws, policies, 
and procedures. He learned that the City had a Property Standards By-law requiring that buildings be 
watertight – that they did not leak – and maintained in a structurally sound condition.219 Although the Building 
Department kept a file on each building it had dealt with, he did not read through the file on the Mall until 
September 2009.220 At that time, he saw and skimmed through the 1999 Halsall report. The inspection report 
prepared by Mr. Allard in October 2006, which led to the Notice of Violation of October 24, 2006, was not in the 
file. He did not learn, at the time he started, about the Notice of Violation.221

* Ewald testimony, May 24, 2013, p. 11432. Municipalities in Ontario have the jurisdiction to enact property standards by-laws, but are not 
required to do so: Building Code Act, 1992, SO 1992, c 23, s 15.1.
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Mr. Ewald did not meet with Mr. Allard, who had been retired for about six weeks when he started, to familiarize 
himself with the ongoing issues pertinent to his new job. He did have conversations with the two inspectors 
already there, Mr. Clouthier and Mr. Swan.222 Mr. Clouthier told Mr. Ewald on the day he started work that, 
while he was acting chief building official, he had issued the order to comply requiring that a building permit 
be obtained for Mr. Day’s repair work on the roof. Mr. Ewald assumed, if he was not told, that the work was 
being done to repair leaks. He reviewed the application form that had been submitted for the building permit 
and concluded that it was inadequate.223 He then emailed Mr. Bauthus (with a copy to Mayor Hamilton) the 
same day, writing:

Further to our conversation about the new roof/parking area over the mall and the requirement for a 
building permit, 8-(1) B.C.A. states “No person shall construct or demolish a building or cause a building 
to be constructed or demolished unless a permit has been issued therefore by the chief building official.” 
The word “construct” means to do anything in the erection, installation, extension or material alteration 
or repair of a building and includes the installation of a building unit fabricated or moved from elsewhere.

Brian England dropped off an application form but the material submitted is not sufficient to issue a 
permit. I am attempting to contact Brian regarding this matter and hopefully we will see a resolution to 
this situation in the near future.224 [Emphasis in the original.]

Mr. Ewald then, within the next few days, met with Bob Nazarian, an engineer whose name he could not recall, 
a representative of a waterproofing company (likely Carlisle), and a few other people on the roof of the Mall. 
He heard they were meeting and testified that he went over right away because he wanted to make sure they 
understood that a permit was required for any major work on the roof. The person he understood to be an 
engineer told him that a permit was not required to repair a parking lot, and Mr. Ewald responded that the 
parking lot was the roof of a building and that a permit was definitely required.225

On July 23, 2008, Mr. Ewald wrote to Bob Nazarian, stating that he had informed Mr. Cousineau (who had 
formerly been Mr. Day’s senior staff person and now was project supervisor for the repair work) of the 
requirement for a building permit. He noted that, given the size of the building, the Building Code Act required 
that an architect and a professional engineer undertake the design and general review of the work.226 It was 
his evidence that this requirement is to ensure the structural stability of the building and to prevent any life 
safety issues.227

Mr. Ewald subsequently directed that the application for a building permit filed with the City on June 30 be 
marked “cancelled.” He had learned, at some point, that Eastwood was not going to proceed with the repair 
work. The application was inadequate because the required review by an engineer and an architect was 
not included.228

Mr. Ewald knew that the owner was proposing to spend $700,000 on the deck waterproofing repair work, 
because that was the amount set out on the building permit application. Nevertheless, he testified that he did 
not make any inquiries as to why the owner thought he needed to do that or how bad the leaks were. Nor did he 
make any inquiries at city hall or anywhere in the community with respect to the leaks and their history. When 
asked why he did not do so, he said he had learned they were cancelling the proposed repairs because of the 
cost and going back to a maintenance program of caulking all the joints. He made no inquiries to determine 
whether the maintenance program had worked in the past.229

Other than the meeting on the roof of the Mall, the letter of July 23, 2008, and three unanswered phone calls 
to Mr. England, Mr. Clinckett, and Mr. Cousineau, Mr. Ewald had no further contact with Eastwood Mall in 2008 
about the roof and its repairs or proposed repairs.230 As I discuss below, Mr. Ewald was later involved with the 
proposed purchase of City land for additional parking.
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Mr. Ewald was not alone at the City in ignoring the ongoing situation at the Mall and the work that was 
proceeding without a building permit. On July 16, 2008 (the day after a very significant leak at the Mall), 
Ms. Morin emailed Ms. Croxson:

I was informed by Fred Bauthus at this morning’s SMT meeting that the building permit has not yet been 
issued to the mall. Fred said that Brian England is well aware of what is required before a building permit 
can be issued and they are still working on getting all the documentation to the building department.  
As Chris Clouthier had mentioned in his email, no building permit will be issued until they comply.

Before going to the SMT meeting I was picking up a coffee at the foodcourt. They were drilling just above 
the foodcourt and we could barely hear ourselves …

Also, when I returned from the SMT meeting Mr. Nazarian was talking with Brian and he asked to 
speak with me privately. He and I met in my office and he asked when the library would be signing 
the lease. I explained to him that we were not prepared to sign a lease until we are assured that it will 
no longer leak. Anyhow, he also mentioned that they are now looking into installing a roof on the top 
instead of the asphalt.

So I don’t believe they will be applying for a building permit anytime soon since they still don’t know 
what they’re doing.231

Had Mr. Ewald made any reasonable inquiries, either on his own or at the behest of Mr. Bauthus, he would have 
learned of the significant work being undertaken by Mr. Day’s forces and, as I will describe, the serious damage 
caused by it. Since Mr. Clouthier had already issued an order to comply requiring that a building permit be 
obtained, he could have, either on his commencing work at the City on July 7, 2008, or at any time after that, 
ordered that all work cease until the appropriate information was provided and a permit issued.232

This apathy and torpor is, to say the least, difficult to fathom. Once again, the City lost an opportunity to ensure 
that the work undertaken would, at a minimum, be supported by professional advice from an architect and 
an engineer. It also lost an opportunity to stop work that increased the leaks and, in all probability, the rate of 
deterioration of the structure.

Peak Restoration’s work 
causes more problems
Mr. Day testified that he had been asked by  
Bob Nazarian to start his work by installing 28 bi-level 
drains, which would drain water both from the top 
and below the surface, and to provide for a “swale”  
(a depressed area around a drain intended to provide 
more positive drainage) as big as 8 by 8 feet,  
or 8 by 4 feet, around each of them. This work 
required that the concrete be removed right down 
to the hollow core slabs in this area and involved 
jackhammers, saws, and grinders (see figure 1.9.3).233

After each area was dug out, it had to be protected 
because the workers were not ready to install the 
drains. Mr. Day’s crew put Styrofoam in the void 
created by the removal of the concrete above the 
hollow core slabs, followed by a vinyl product called 

Figure 1.9.3 The effect of the work conducted on the 
parking deck by Peak Restoration, July 2008

Source Exhibit 4308
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BlueSkin over the top, to try to prevent water from getting in. BlueSkin is a light “peel and stick” waterproof 
rubberized membrane commonly used on the exterior of foundation walls. It is sold in rolls. As Mr. Day testified, it 
rained every day his crew was working, so they always had an issue with leaks.234

Mr. Day confirmed his instructions in a letter to Mr. England and Mr. Clinckett, dated July 9, 2008:

Gentlemen, as was previously directed by Mr. Nazarian, Peak created a cavity which was intended to 
be part of the preparation work for the creation of a swale to eventually direct water to the existing 
drains. As per my conversation with Brian England yesterday, July 08, 2008, I was advised to temporarily 
fill the cavity with 2” Styrofoam, and then apply a BlueSkin membrane to stop further leaking while 
construction and repairs remain ongoing.235

This instruction was confirmed in a “change order” signed by Mr. Day and by Mr. England on behalf of 
Eastwood on July 10, 2008. Mr. England’s signature is followed by his handwritten note, “as per Bob Nazarian’s 
instructions.”236 Mr. Nazarian denied giving this instruction, saying that to put BlueSkin on to stop leaks was 
“ridiculous.” He said he had never wanted the workers to use jackhammers.237

The work, whether authorized or not, caused many more leaks. Mr. Cuthbertson testified that the first heavy rain 
after the work started caused leaks wherever the BlueSkin was applied. He had to close down the Zellers store for 
almost two days, and they had full “trains of buckets catching water down aisles and through departments.”238 
He prepared a chart which showed that, between June 28 and July 17, almost $6,000 in merchandise was lost 
and over $2,000 in salary costs were expended in clean up.239 A customer slipped on the water on the floor of the 
store. One-third of the ceiling tiles were removed in July 2008.240

Ms. Laroue gave the following evidence about events of July 15, 2008:

A. … Mr. Nazarian phoned on July 15th, 2008. Brian was out dealing with customers and tenants in 
the mall. We had leaking like crazy. And Mr. Nazarian phoned very calm and he said to me, So isn’t it 
great? I said, What is that? He said, that the leaks are under control now, Peak is doing a good job.

 Pardon? I said, Like you are kidding, right? And he said, No. And I said, I don’t even have time to talk 
to you because I have to go and help dump buckets. And he said, No, office staff doesn’t do that. And 
I said, Office staff? I said, We pulled everybody, every person from the hotel, every live body we had 
had to go and help Zellers.

 And he said, No, Brian told me it is fixed. I said, Well, I don’t care what Brian told you; it is not fixed. 
And I hung up the phone.

 I went up to Zellers. When I came down the hallway, I took the escalators up, and when I went down 
the hallway from sort of the library towards Zellers, the entranceway there, which would have been 
the expansion joint up above was leaking so badly that if all the buckets were there, there had to be 
20 buckets spread out right there in the doorway. We put –

Q. That is the doorway to Zellers?

A. Yeah ... and this wasn’t the only place leaking, but we had purchased every bucket in Dollarama. We 
had every bucket in Zellers being utilized. We had our big garbage bins that were on wheels being 
utilized, and it turned out that that was not a good idea because we had no way to dump them, they 
became so heavy and so quickly, not realizing that at the time we put them out.

 But when I got there and I had staff that I knew very well on the other side of the buckets, I couldn’t 
see them from the stream of water that was coming down. It was like a solid stream. It was raining 
worse inside than outside.241

Bob Nazarian travelled to Elliot Lake. He testified that he met with Mr. Fabris on the roof of the Mall. They saw the 
BlueSkin laid down but nothing to indicate any significant damage.242
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After Bob Nazarian is told that the roof will not support the system 
Peak Restoration is preparing to install, he explores other options
By the time Bob Nazarian arrived in Elliot Lake, he had been told that his fears were true – the roof would not 
support the waterproofing system designed by Mr. Clinckett. Mr. Fabris had not received a reply to his letter of 
June 10 to Mr. Clinckett asking for his opinion on this issue. He wrote again on July 10, asking Mr. Clinckett to 
provide in writing, within three days, confirmation that the structure could support the added weight.243 On 
July 11, Mr. Clinckett replied, writing:

As you must know, as a practicing lawyer, there are Acts in Ontario that define the scope of services of 
both Architects and Engineers [available from the Ontario government/law website.] Structural practice 
is that of an Engineer, not an Architect.

We assumed from the drawings and the existing deck plan delivered by Mr. England one would be 
able to decipher the loading capacity of the roof, from the loading summary [about four letter sheets] 
prepared by a registered Professional Engineer in the province of Ontario and the shop drawings 
outlining the grid lines.

Should you need the load capacities noted on the plan we could have my staff prepare them for you, 
that is how I personally did it for my office reference set.

We refer to your comment in paragraph six “… we have some different opinions as to whether or not the 
structure can maintain the additional weight.” We were unaware you were an engineer as well, but as so 
it should be not an issue for you to provide this letter. [Square brackets in the original.]244

Mr. Clinckett testified that the professional engineer he had relied on in concluding that the roof would 
support a thick membrane and asphalt overlay was Ed Karaluk of Coreslab. He had told him that the roof would 
support 120 psf. Mr. Clinckett had assumed that, when calculating the load that would be supported by the 
structure when the membrane and asphalt were applied, he could ignore the 30 psf of the concrete topping 
because it was normal to consider only the live load – and the concrete was a dead load. That assumption and 
the application of his diversity factor led him to conclude that the roof had sufficient capacity. That was the 
message he intended to convey by this cryptic letter.245

At 10:21 a.m. on July 16, 2008, Mr. Holford sent Bob Nazarian an email:

I have been reviewing the OBC [Ontario Building Code] requirements for loading on the roof slab of the 
Algo Mall in Elliot Lake in conjunction with the original Coreslab shop drawings and design tables. I 
have been working on this with Ed Karaluk of Coreslab Structures. After our review and discussions both 
Coreslab and Kleinfeldt are of the opinion that the exi[s]ting structure is not capable of carrying the 
additional loading of the proposed waterproofing membrane and asphalt overlay.

If required we can look into alternative solutions however, based on my experience they will either be 
more costly or less effective, and possibly both.

Let me know how you would like us to proceed and we will begin working on developing 
alternative strategies.246

By this time, Mr. Nazarian was also looking at options other than the membrane. He had contacted another 
engineer, Dan Gagné of Trow in Sudbury. Mr. Nazarian testified that he had consulted him about the possibility of 
putting another roof on top of the Mall. On July 16 at 12:10 p.m. Mr. Gagné emailed Mr. Nazarian, writing:

As discussed on the phone, please forward all relevant as-built information you may have with respect to 
the mall construction including drawings, specifications, design data, geotechnical reports, etc.

I will review the package, I will speak to John your architect, and then I will schedule a site visit.
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It is my understanding that the existing roof over the mall is used as a parking deck. The deck is presently 
leaking at several areas and it is your preference to install a roof over the parking deck as opposed to 
restoring the existing deck with a new membrane.

We will review the existing structural columns and footings and we will require information on the 
existing foundation soils all in order to determine if the installation of an additional roof is feasible.247

Mr. Nazarian testified that he had decided to speak to Mr. Gagné, to work in co-operation with Mr. Clinckett, 
to see whether they could “work some conclusion, even though the job was started.” As for Mr. Holford, 
Mr. Nazarian testified that he was “out of the picture because his quotation was $17 million [referring to the cost 
of the tent-like structure used at Sherway Gardens as determined by Mr. Holford early in his retainer], but his 
suggestion was very useful by saying that the weight is not acceptable.”248 In fact, as will be seen, Mr. Holford 
remained “in the picture” for a bit longer at this stage.

Mr . Holford tells Mr . Nazarian that the leaks will damage the structure
Mr. Holford testified that he did not conclude, based on his observations on his one trip to the Mall on May 26, 
that there was imminent danger of collapse. It was his evidence, however, that he did tell Bob Nazarian that 
water ingress would damage the structure.249 When asked if Mr. Holford had told him that, if water continued to 
enter the building, it would damage the structure, Mr. Nazarian responded that he did not recall that warning 
and that he was always under the impression that the Mall was structurally sound. When asked why he believed 
that to be so, he testified: “[I]t was a solid concrete and steel built [sic] with covering steel clad. There was no 
reason to think otherwise. We were not told or we did not have a previous report.” Of course, he did have access 
to, and had been told about, the Halsall report, but he claimed not to have read it. Nor, he testified, did he think 
about the fact that water on steel causes rust.250

Mr. Holford may have provided this advice to Bob Nazarian. As an examination of the transcript and particularly 
of Mr. Holford’s answers on the subject will show, Mr. Holford’s evidence was rather weak. In any event, however, 
Mr. Nazarian knew that the Mall was supported by a steel structure, and he knew that water on steel causes rust. 
I have no doubt that he must have known that, if the leaks were not stopped, there was a potential for structural 
damage. That was why the City had required a structural engineer’s report in 2006.

Peak Restoration is fired and not replaced; Eastwood has no plan to fix the roof
Bob Nazarian met with Mr. Fabris, Mr. Sennett, Mr. Day, and Mr. England at his office on July 16. Mr. England 
and Mr. Day assured Mr. Nazarian that the roof was not leaking any more. Mr. Sennett and Mr. Nazarian had 
received Mr. Holford’s report of earlier that day, and the group discussed the fact that the roof could not 
support the proposed membrane system. They decided to meet at the Mall the next morning, July 17, to assess 
the situation.251

Bob Nazarian went to the Mall the next morning. He met Mr. Fabris, Mr. Day, Dimitri Yakimov (who had been 
hired by Eastwood Mall), and Robert Cousineau, Mr. Day’s foreman. There were numerous leaks. Mr. Fabris 
testified that many tiles had come down in the food court. He could hear water running in Zellers through the 
closed doors. Mr. Fabris dictated a memo to his file which succinctly describes the situation:

We proceeded to view the leaks then went to Zellers. The Zellers store was a complete disaster. On every 
main flex joint buckets were strewn through the building and copious amounts of water were entering.

As we inspected the premises, one of the ladies working at Zellers asked us to go into Receiving and 
view the area. We went in, it was a disaster.252
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Figure 1.9.4 BlueSkin 
temporarily patching 
the parking deck

Source Exhibit 12-63
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Bob Nazarian then spoke to Mr. England, who told him that the BlueSkin was only a temporary patch to prevent 
more leaks until the membrane could be installed (see figure 1.9.4). Before that could be done, the top deck 
would have to be sandblasted and cleaned, the BlueSkin ripped out, and the primer installed.253

Mr. Nazarian told Mr. Day his contract was over. Mr. Day presented an invoice for the work he had done, which he 
claimed was unpaid, in the amount of $97,098.75.254 That invoice was never paid.255 Mr. Cousineau continued for 
a short period to supervise the repair work on the roof, but he was then terminated as well.256 Mr. England was 
relieved of his duties as Mall manager and became a leasing consultant. He stopped working for Eastwood some 
weeks later.257 Ms. Laroue was appointed Mall manager.258

On July 17, the day of the morning visit to the Mall, Mr. Fabris wrote to Mr. Clinckett, advising him that it 
appeared the proposed application of 3 inches of asphalt would not meet the load capacity of the roof. He had 
no further dealings with Mr. Clinckett.259

Bob Nazarian repairs the damage but knows he needs a 
permanent solution

Before he was terminated, Mr. Cousineau assisted with peeling off the BlueSkin and patching those areas with 
concrete.260 Bob Nazarian testified that he worked with the Mall maintenance employees and, “within a few days,” 
they had the roof in better shape than before Mr. Day started his work.261 Mr. Nazarian also testified that, from 
that point on, he or regular employees of the Mall performed all work on the roof and that he made all technical 
decisions about the roof himself.262 Although engineers were consulted from time to time, any plans they 
proposed were never acted upon. Eastwood returned to the method that had been used since the Mall was built 
– maintaining (not fixing) the roof by attempting to remove and restore caulking that had failed and applying 
new caulking in new cracks and leaks. The Mall continued to leak as it always had.

Eastwood continues to look for money

Dimitri Yakimov was born in Ukraine and received a diploma in electrical engineering from a professional college 
there. He studied economics at Moscow University but emigrated to Canada before graduating. He has worked 
in the construction industry in this country since 1998 and has attended a number of courses on the Ontario 
Building Code, the Occupational Health and Safety Act, the Construction Safety Act, and related regulations.263

In 2008, Mr. Yakimov’s wife worked at the Hotel at the Algo Centre. Bob Nazarian spoke to him about the 
problems he was encountering with leaks and Mr. Day’s work.264 On July 14, 2008, Mr. Yakimov met with 
Mr. Elliott of ELNOS to discuss Eastwood’s attempt to obtain a grant to assist with the roof repairs. Mr. Yakimov 
testified that at this meeting, which he said he was asked to attend by Mr. Nazarian, he presented some invoices 
that purported to show that Empire Roofing had done specific work on the roof and had billed Eastwood for it. 
I will discuss these invoices later, but it is clear that he could not have presented them to Mr. Elliott on July 14. 
They bear the typed date of August 18, 2008, a month after the meeting.265 Mr. Yakimov also testified that he told 
Mr. Elliott on July 14 that Mr. Nazarian’s application for support was “all hogwash and he shouldn’t get involved in 
it.”266 Mr. Elliott’s notes and evidence make no mention of it. I do not accept this evidence.

Bob Nazarian testified that he knew nothing about this meeting and that he did not tell Mr. Yakimov to 
meet with Mr. Elliott.267 I have difficulty giving his denial any credence. Mr. Yakimov worked for Eastwood. 
He had no reason to meet with Mr. Elliott other than to advance Eastwood’s interests. I conclude that 
Mr. Nazarian asked Mr. Yakimov to meet with Mr. Elliott to see if ELNOS could be persuaded to provide financial 
assistance to Eastwood.
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Mr. Elliott testified that, at that meeting, Mr. Yakimov introduced his wife to him as the new Mall manager and 
said that he had been hired to oversee the ongoing repairs to the Mall and to work with community members 
to try to garner support and secure financing. Mr. Yakimov was asking what Eastwood had to do to get funding 
from ELNOS. Mr. Elliott told him what he had told Bob Nazarian in the meeting on May 30 – that he needed a 
business plan, financial statements, and some assurance that the repairs would work – but that Mr. Nazarian had 
“poisoned the ground” with the earlier meeting and that it was probably a lost cause to come to ELNOS.268 In my 
view, it is much more likely that the meeting transpired as Mr. Elliott describes. He testified in a straightforward 
manner. If he was indeed warned by Mr. Yakimov about Bob Nazarian’s “sham,” surely he would have noted 
it or remembered it when he testified. Mr. Yakimov’s evidence was implausible on its face. A letter he wrote 
to Mr. Fabris on September 10, 2008, with which I will deal in more detail below, significantly corroborates 
Mr. Elliott’s evidence.269

The Royal Bank sends in a property inspector and threatens to put the 
mortgage in default

The Royal Bank, the administrator of the mortgage on the Mall, had sent a notice that it would be conducting 
an inspection on July 17, 2008. The notice indicated that the bank’s contact was Mr. England, identified as the 
manager, and it contained a questionnaire that had been filled in and returned to the bank. That questionnaire 
included the following:

Describe in detail, what Repairs, Replacements or Improvements have been or will be made  
this year. Please provide a dollar estimate as well.

[The answer provided was]

1. We are in desperate need of $3 million dollars renovation mainly the roof, interior of the Mall, and the 
parking lot. Without this capital, we will lose our major tenants, namely: Zellers, The Library of Elliot Lake 
& the Bank of Nova Scotia and others.

…

Additional Comments

The Library of Elliot Lake presently located in the Mall 8,500 S.F. would like to expand to 10,000 S.F. 
with higher rent. Their major condition is the repair of the roof immediately or they would move out 
completely and vacate.

Zellers, our major tenant (over 45,000 S.F.) has threatened to move out if the roof is not 
repaired immediately.

We do not have the funds to repair the roof, therefore we have asked Mr. Jim Paterson [sic – should 
be Davison]/the Manager of RBC and so far we have been ignored. Also, according to our mortgage 
documents RBC owes us $300,000.00 security deposit (upon signing the mortgage they have held 
$150,000.00 and $5,000.00 per month for 30 months for the total of $300,000.00) and our demand to 
retrieve the said deposit has been ignored.

This is to inform you that we are in verge of loosing the Mall if we do not receive sufficient funds for the 
repairs and maintenance of the Mall.270

Bob Nazarian testified that he dictated this information and that his wife filled in the form. He explained that 
the $3 million figure covered finishing off the roof and complete renovation of the Mall and Hotel. He wanted 
to tell the bank this amount because, as he testified, he “was desperate to get some funds to put in the bank – 
in the Mall.”271
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This request was not a good idea. The inspector arrived on July 17, 2008, the day that Mr. Day’s contract was 
terminated. As Mr. Fabris testified, conditions in the Mall got worse as the day progressed. “The rain didn’t let 
up. And basically, I think there was very little of the Mall that wasn’t soaked. Zellers, they had tarps over almost 
every aisle of goods. … there was a lot of water coming in. It was sad.” Bob Nazarian told Mr. Fabris that he was 
concerned about the loan being called because the inspector would see the Mall’s condition on that day.272

On July 23, 2008, Mr. Davison forwarded the inspection report to Mr. Mand, Mr. Nazarian’s lawyer. He wrote:

As indicated in the report there are several deficiencies noted in the property. We are also attaching 
the cover letter for the Inspection which notes that approximately $3,000,000 will be required in order 
to cure the deficiencies. The Master Servicer has been provided with a copy of the report and based on 
the condition of the mall are contemplating default proceedings. They have requested a reasonable 
and achievable strategy or plan from the Borrower within 15 days to cure the deficiencies noted in the 
report … We look forward to receiving the Borrower’s strategy to rectify the property deficiencies.273

The report was damning. The property received an overall rating of “poor,” and the report noted, on the cover 
page, that there were major deferred maintenance issues and health and safety issues. The deferred maintenance 
issues were described as “parking deck repairs / replacement” at a cost of more than $1 million and “[s]tructural 
issues need to be assessed and repairs completed.” The report also noted that ceiling and mould issues needed 
repair and the roof needed to be repaired or replaced. It read, in part:

There has been a marked deterioration in the property over the last year. The roof of the hotel needs 
complete replacement and the concrete parking deck over the retail component also needs major work 
and/or replacement. The leaking parking deck roof is severe and three major tenants, Zellers, Scotiabank 
and the town library have indicated they will vacate the mall without immediate roof repairs. Many 
structural issues are present due to the water leakage issues and formal engineering study is required on the 
integrity of the structure …

All spaces below the parking deck have severe leaks and the water damage is extensive, causing structural 
and mold issues …274 [Emphasis added.]

Forty photographs were appended to the report, with cutlines that identified more concerns. Photos of Zellers 
showed buckets set out to catch leaks, and noted that “hundreds” of such buckets were in use and “hundreds” of 
ceiling tiles in the store had been damaged (see figure 1.9.5). Bladders and hoses to collect water were depicted 
in the food court. Smell of mould was noted at the Bank of Nova Scotia. The photos showed deteriorating 
concrete and rusted structural members under the walkway on the south side of the Mall. A photo of the interior 
of the Library showed a steel column wrapped in plastic with the comment, “[M]oisture will no doubt speed the 
rusting process.”275

Bob Nazarian denied having seen this report.276 He also testified that he could not recall Mr. Mand telling him 
that the bank had discovered serious deficiencies and wanted to know how Eastwood was going to fix them, but 
agreed that he “probably” did tell him that.277 He did admit that Mr. Mand told him that the inspection required a 
formal engineering study on the integrity of the structure.278

Although he initially testified that he had asked the Mall manager* to contact the engineer Robert Wood to 
prepare the “formal engineering study … required on the integrity of the structure,” he later admitted that he 
could not recall doing so. He did not obtain any such report as a result of Mr. Davison’s email to Mr. Mand that 
attached the July inspection report.279 He did not do so until October 2009, after the chief building official, 
Bruce Ewald, ordered him to do so, and even that report was not what had been required.

• The Mall manager was initially misidentified as Rhonda Bear, but this was corrected the next day to Ms. Laroue when Bob Nazarian realized 
that Ms. Bear did not start to work for Eastwood until 2011.
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Figure 1.9.5 Conditions at the Zellers store, Library and food court during an inspection, July 2008

Source Exhibit 1391
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Mr. Davison did not let this issue drop. On August 8, 2008, he emailed Mr. Mand, asking when he would 
receive “your client’s strategy to remedy the property deficiencies.” Mr. Mand responded the same day, saying, 
“Jim we are working on it. By early next week.” Not having received the information, Mr. Davison wrote again 
on August 13, asking when he could expect the strategy.280 There then followed a series of emails showing 
an increasingly impatient attitude on the part of the bank and an increasingly defensive attitude on the 
part of Mr. Mand:

• August 19 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Mr. Mand, further to our emails below dated July 23, 2008, August 8, 2008 and August 13, 2008 
and your subsequent telephone message to me, we have not as yet received a response to our 
request for a strategy to rectify the property deficiencies. We would remind you that this constitutes 
a default under the mortgage. Please advise when we will receive a strategy in order to rectify the 
deficiencies. Thank you.

• August 19 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

We are diligently working on a multitude of strategies to remedy the deficiencies, but as you know any 
palpable strategy will require significant capital. Unfortunately, our client does not have the capital 
on hand to inject into a remedial strategy. We have discussed refinance options; but the terms of your 
mortgage prevent a take out without a defeasances penalty. My client is unwilling to defease your 
mortgage using the defeasances quote; but is ready willing and able to refinance and take out your 
mortgage provided you are prepared to accept principal and interest to date in full satisfaction.

As you can no doubt appreciate, we have a small window of opportunity whereby both parties can 
receive relief, but the relief can only be achieved through cooperation. Please advise if you will be 
willing to accept principal and interest to date without any prepayment penalty in full satisfaction of the 
amount owed to you under your mortgage.

• August 20 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Mr. Mand, thank you for your prompt reply. While Prepayment of the Loan is not allowed per clause 3.08 
of the Charge, we would be prepared to recommend acceptance of prepayment of the loan but only 
with full yield maintenance.

As you know several tenants are threatening to leave the property or withhold payment. We would ask 
what immediate or short term measures have been or are in the process of being implemented in order 
to stop the water leakage.

We are somewhat dismayed that the property has been allowed to deteriorate to this extent. A review 
of the financial statements shows that there has been surplus cash flow from the property and we are 
surprised that the excess funds were not set aside in order to properly maintain the property.

• August 20 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

For the purposes of clarity,

1.  What would the “Full yield maintenance amount” be?

2.   I know that short-term remedial works are underway. I will speak to my client and obtain a brief 
narrative of what has been done to mitigate against further water damage.

• August 20 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Mr. Mand, the full yield maintenance is $454,867 as of today’s date … We look forward to receiving the 
narrative on what has been done to mitigate the water damage …

• August 27 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

Jim, I can confirm that remedial works are already under way. I have correspondence in my file that 
confirms it. I do not believe that it will be a problem, but I must obtain the consent of my client before 
forwarding it to your attention. But rest assured that there is a crew at the location already working.
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• August 27 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Paul that is good to know. Please obtain your client’s consent and forward the information in order that 
we may report to the Master Servicer.

• August 29 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

Dear Jim, I spoke with Bob, he has authorized me to forward the documents to you. I unfortunately, am 
in court all day today, and leaving for the long weekend. I will forward same to your attention first thing 
Tuesday morning.

• September 3 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Paul, have you forwarded the correspondence confirming remedial works with respect to rectifying the 
deficiencies that were identified in the property inspection report are under way?

• September 3 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

Jim I have forwarded your last email to my clients; and am awaiting instructions. I know that they are in 
Elliot Lake. I will call them tomorrow for further instructions. I apologize for the delay.

• September 5 from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand:

Paul, as we must report back to the Master Servicer, please advise when we will receive the 
requested information.

• September 8 from Mr. Mand to Mr. Davison:

I apologize for not responding sooner to your requests for information. Enclosed please find an executed 
contract which outlines the remedial works necessary to correct the deficiencies at Elliot Lake. As I 
confirmed to you previously, the remedial works are already underway. Please review and advise.281

There were no work crews at the Mall other than Eastwood’s normal maintenance workers doing what had been 
done since the Mall was constructed – removing debonded caulking and reapplying new. Furthermore, the 
“executed contract,” as will be seen, was not real.

The Nazarians respond to the bank’s demands by producing false 
documents showing they are fixing the roof

Although Eastwood did not retain an engineer to review the integrity of the Mall’s structure, Bob and Levon 
Nazarian went to great lengths, after the inspection report and first demand were sent on July 23, to attempt to 
show the Royal Bank that they had a legitimate “strategy to remedy the property deficiencies.”

Andrew Holford is asked to come up with an alternative, but it is rejected 
because of the cost
Mr. Holford testified that, after he told Bob Nazarian that he did not believe the structure would support the 
waterproofing system proposed by Mr. Clinckett, he was asked to find another way to stop the leaking.282 He told 
him that a “thick” system like the one proposed by Mr. Clinckett could be installed if the 3-inch concrete layer was 
removed and the hollow core slabs were covered with a membrane and asphalt overlay. Mr. Holford testified that 
Bob Nazarian rejected this method because of the extra cost of removing the concrete. Bob Nazarian agreed that 
he rejected it but said the reason was not because of the cost but because he concluded it was not feasible to 
jackhammer concrete while people were in the space below.283

Mr. Holford also testified that, by the beginning of August, the only option he was considering was a “thin” 
membrane system that would not have been covered with a thick asphalt wearing course. It would, however, 
have required significant ongoing maintenance. Snow removal would have to be carried out with rubber-bladed 
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plows. Care would have to be taken not to damage the membrane at joints. Sand would abrade the membrane. 
He presented this idea to Bob Nazarian, who rejected it because of the maintenance and the system’s 
susceptibility to damage.284 Bob Nazarian confirmed that testimony, saying he had concluded that the thin 
system would not work.285

On July 31, 2008, Mr. Gagné, the Sudbury engineer from Trow, emailed Mr. Holford, writing: “[O]nce the crack 
sealing is designed by yourself, we will be ready to carry out the quality control on site.” He noted that he was 
not sure whether they had experienced contractors in the area who could provide the quality of work that 
Bob Nazarian would be looking for. Mr. Holford responded by telling Mr. Gagné that he was currently reviewing 
numerous thin systems for waterproofing the slab. On August 6, Mr. Gagné replied that he was discussing 
the project with an experienced senior waterproofing system applicator from the Sudbury area, and asked 
Mr. Holford if he was considering two specific systems in which that person had experience. Mr. Holford replied in 
the affirmative. All these emails were copied to Mr. Nazarian.286

On August 7, 2008, Bob Nazarian wrote to Mr. Holford and Mr. Gagné and asked them if they could order material 
for the new expansion joints or if his workers could prepare the roof for the new material.287 Mr. Holford told 
him that his crew did not have the necessary skills to carry out this work.288 Mr. Nazarian denied having been 
given this information. I accept Mr. Holford’s evidence on this point. Mr. Holford also told him that it was not the 
consultant’s role to order materials.289

Mr. Gagné proposed a meeting with Bob Nazarian and his local contractor, Brad Shaw of Fibron Insulation Inc., 
to take place on August 13, 2008, at the Mall. He asked Mr. Holford to report on how the design was coming 
along, and Mr. Holford told him he was putting together the specifications, a tender form, and some detailed 
drawings, which he would send to Mr. Nazarian. Mr. Holford testified that he saw his role at this stage as a 
“specifier” – laying out the specifications for the system to be installed.290 Mr. Holford had never entered into any 
written agreement with Mr. Nazarian after he was contacted on May 26. On August 6, 2008, his firm, Kleinfeldt 
Consultants, issued an invoice to Eastwood in the amount of $3,425.19. On August 13, 2008, he received a letter 
from Mr. Fabris, which stated, in part:

I have had the opportunity of reviewing your invoice of August 6th, 2008. Mr. Nazarian and myself are 
quite concerned with [the] fact that while you do make reference to options, we have yet to receive 
anything in writing or any calls from you dealing with such options.

I note that the window of opportunity for fixing the roof of the mall is closing fast. Given the type of 
summer weather that we have had, I doubt that the fall will be any better.

I would appreciate receiving from you at your earliest convenience a copy of the projected work options 
for the mall and roof, kindly copy Mr. Nazarian on this as well.

As we are under a very strict timeline for this project, I would appreciate your immediate attention 
to this matter.291

This exchange resulted in a meeting between Steven Blaney, the president of Kleinfeldt, and Bob Nazarian 
to discuss the work that had been done, a letter to him detailing that work, and a formal proposal on 
August 21, 2008, setting out the services which Kleinfeldt was prepared to provide should Mr. Nazarian  
choose to retain it. That proposal was for engineering services “for the proposed restoration of the parking 
structure / shopping mall roof at Algo Mall.” Shortly after this proposal was sent out, Mr. Holford received  
a voice message from Mr. Nazarian that he would not be going forward with the proposal. That was the last  
time Mr. Holford heard from Mr. Nazarian.292
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A contract is signed with Fibron to convince the Royal Bank that work is being 
done, and then resiled from
While Eastwood was questioning Mr. Holford’s fees and bringing its relationship with him to an end, 
Bob Nazarian and Mr. Sennett were dealing with Mr. Gagné and with Mr. Shaw of Fibron to create the illusion  
that Eastwood had a “strategy to rectify the property deficiencies” as demanded by RBC.

On August 15, 2008, at 12:52 p.m., Mr. Shaw sent a quote for the repair work on the parking deck to 
Bob Nazarian.293 The quote was only for the roof deck butt repairs, and only over Zellers, Scotiabank, and 
Northern Reflections – an area of about 5,000 square feet. The quote was on a time and material basis, rather 
than a fixed price, with an initial material cost of $36,573, which had to be paid before any work would start.294 
Bob Nazarian forwarded it to Mr. Sennett, Mr. Gagné, and Mr. Mand (who was dealing with Mr. Davison of the 
bank) later the same day.295 As Bob Nazarian admitted, he sent Mr. Shaw’s quote to Mr. Mand so he could send it 
on to Mr. Davison, who had, as recently as two days before, been asking when he could expect the “strategy to 
remedy the property deficiencies” so he could show it to the mortgage investors, who were considering whether 
to put the mortgage into default.296

Mr. Mand replied later that same day, copying Mr. Sennett: “Further to my telephone conversation with Alex 
this afternoon, I require a complete cost analysis of the work required to remedy the roof at Elliot Lake.”297 
Mr. Nazarian forwarded that request to Mr. Gagné the next day, August 16, with a request: “Hi Dan please 
respond to my lawyers [sic] letter.”298

In the meantime, Mr. Sennett had signed off on Mr. Shaw’s quote on behalf of the corporation. He sent an email 
to Mr. Shaw at 5:49 p.m. on August 15:

I am the signing authority for this corporation. I have signed this quotation in order for us to obtain a 
mortgage for the company. I discussed with Mr. Bob Nazarian and he will get in touch with you or call 
me if you need any additional info.

We are in the process of obtaining a full mortgage for this property.299

Mr. Sennett testified that he signed the contract and sent the email, simply because Bob Nazarian asked him to. 
He said he did not question him. He did not know what he was doing, other than that he wanted to get financing 
to “build a roof.” It was his evidence that Mr. Nazarian told him to deal with the Fibron contract on his behalf.300

Bob Nazarian denied that he had told Mr. Sennett to sign the contract or given him authority to do anything on 
behalf of Eastwood. When asked why, if he did not want the contract with Fibron signed, he sent it to Mr. Mand 
to be sent on to the bank, he reversed his earlier evidence and denied that he had sent it to Mr. Mand to send 
on to the bank – he claimed that he was seeking Mr. Mand’s advice about what to do with Fibron. He gave this 
evidence even though he admitted he knew the bank was asking for his strategy to deal with the roof and 
Mr. Mand was telling him he needed something to give to the bank.301

A few days after the contract with Fibron was signed and sent to Mr. Shaw, Bob Nazarian spoke to him and told 
him that Eastwood would not be hiring Fibron to do the patching work. Mr. Shaw sent Bob Nazarian an email on 
August 20, 2008:

You have signed the contract and now are backing out of it. Are you willing to pay for the up to date 
expenses on the contract.

I have notified Trow Consultants that we will not be involved in this project further. We have been asked 
repeatedly to proceed by you and your partners signature A Sennett signing my contract to proceed with 
the work that was forwarded to our office. We will be making claim for our time and expenses to date.302
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I can only conclude that Bob Nazarian asked Mr. Sennett to sign the contract with Fibron so that he could later 
back out of it, taking the position that it was signed without authorization and that, as he testified before me, 
“we didn’t have any contract with this company.”303 Just as when he had Mr. England sign the contract with Peak 
Restoration on June 27, he wanted to avoid giving a binding commitment. He made a promise that he did not 
intend to keep, so the bank could be placated.

I heard no evidence that the quote and contract with Fibron was sent to the Royal Bank. It appears from the 
continued requests into September from Mr. Davison to Mr. Mand for proof that work was being done on the roof 
that it was not. Certainly Mr. Mand was not satisfied with it – he asked for a “complete cost analysis” on August 15.

Even Mr. Nazarian acknowledged in his evidence that it was possible he had told Mr. Shaw that Eastwood would 
not be proceeding with the contract because he had another plan for satisfying the bank.304 As will be seen, Bob 
and Levon Nazarian did come up with another plan – the creation of another false contract between Eastwood 
and Empire Roofing.

Trow Engineering is not retained, and its plans to repair the roof are not followed
Shortly after backing out of the contract with Fibron, Bob Nazarian decided to use his own workers on the roof 
and not to follow the plan for the butt joint designed by Mr. Gagné of Trow Engineering or Mr. Holford’s plan for 
the repairs to the expansion joint. He testified that he did so because “we were saving money that way.”305

On August 26, Mr. Gagné emailed Bob Nazarian in response to his email of August 16, which had asked 
Mr. Gagné to respond to Mr. Mand’s email seeking a complete cost analysis for the roof repair work. He copied 
Mr. Mand with his email. He wrote:

Hi Bob, I was away all last week on holidays and just got back in the office this morning. In response to 
your request I will finalize the cost estimate to repair the roof at the Algo Centre. The cost estimate will 
include all materials and labour to reseal all butt joints, re-construct the expansion joint seals, and to 
apply a water proof membrane to the entire deck.

As per our telephone conversation this morning, you stated that the repairs for the butt joints are now 
being executed by your own forces in lieu of the contractor experienced in this field – Fibron Ins. Inc. You 
also stated that the design to repair the butt joints as prepared by Trow is not being implemented and 
that a design and product by Tremco is being used in lieu of the specified Sonoguard SL2 joint sealant. 
We acknowledge these changes.

Also, you indicated that Andrew Halford [sic] will not be providing the design and specifications for the 
repairs of the expansion joint and you have requested that Trow provide the required design instead. We 
have attached a project authorization form for your signature since our services seem to be increasing. 
To date our engineering fees are approximately $4,000. Upon receiving this written authorization, I will 
review the Tremco Vulkem WF Vehicular Expansion Joint System as per your request and I will get back 
to you shortly.306

Bob Nazarian testified that he could not recall whether he had signed Mr. Gagné’s project authorization form as 
requested.307 I saw no evidence that either Mr. Gagné or Trow was involved in any aspect of the work to deal with 
the leaks undertaken after August 2008.
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Another false contract with Empire Roofing to satisfy the Royal Bank
In 2008, in an effort to satisfy the City, his tenants, and the Royal Bank that he was diligently working to deal with 
the leaks, Bob Nazarian had

• hired and then fired Mr. Clinckett;

• held a competition to pick a contractor to fix the roof, publicly announced that C3 Harrell would be hired at a 
cost of $1 million to do the job, then refused to sign the contract;

• hired Mr. Holford, refused to follow his advice, questioned his bill, and fired him;

• entered into a contract with Peak Restoration to start the repair of the roof, with no idea of how to finish it, 
and then fired that company shortly after work had started;

• entered into a phony contract with Empire Roofing to show Zellers that it was fixing the roof;

• spoken extensively with Mr. Gagné, but not retained him or followed his advice; and

• entered into a contract with Fibron to effect a partial patch over the worst areas and then resiled from it.

Despite all these efforts, the Royal Bank was still demanding proof that the repairs would be done and 
threatening to put Eastwood’s loan into default if it was not provided. As a result, Bob and Levon Nazarian 
decided to create another false contract – and again with Empire Roofing.

On the computer located at Bob Nazarian’s home office, a document in the form of a contract between Eastwood 
Mall Inc. and Empire Roofing and Restoration Ltd. was found. It is signed by Bob Nazarian on behalf of Eastwood 
and is not signed by anyone on behalf of The Empire Roofing and Restoration Inc. It is a very simple, one-page 
contract, unlike the false contract signed on June 16, 2008, that was on a standard multi-page construction 
contract form. It purported to require Empire to

• repair the 220,000-square-foot roof of the Mall “according to the engineers report and instruction [sic]” for 
$985,000 plus GST;

• restore and renovate the interior of the Mall (described as “ removal of the mould and the total renovation of 
the Mall”) for $1,650,000 plus GST; and

• repair and restore the exterior of the Mall and the Hotel for $865,000 plus GST.

The total price was $3.5 million plus GST.308

Both Levon Nazarian and Mr. Sennett testified that they had never seen this document before the Commission 
provided them with a copy.309 Bob Nazarian testified that Mr. Sennett prepared the document jointly with his 
son Levon and that he first saw it in Mr. Sennett’s office on August 14, 2008, the date of the contract. Despite 
repeated opportunities, he refused to give a clear answer to why Mr. Sennett had prepared it and what it was 
to be used for. He testified that Mr. Sennett took it away with him after the meeting. When asked to explain 
how it was found on his computer at his home office, he testified: “[I]t’s not a secret sir. When we sign this he 
had emailed it to me and it was in my computer.” His evidence was that it was emailed to him so that he (Bob 
Nazarian) was aware that Mr. Sennett was working on it.310

As I have indicated, Empire Roofing had no experience with, or ability to handle, construction work. Bob Nazarian 
and Mr. Sennett had created the company to convince Zellers that work on the roof was underway. I conclude 
that this contract was signed by Bob Nazarian for a similar purpose although I heard no evidence to that effect – 
perhaps because a more complicated set of false documents was created and used instead, as I describe below.
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On August 18, 2008, Bob Nazarian signed, on behalf of Eastwood, the last page of a nine-page document, 
described on the cover page as “Roof Repair Contract for Algo Centre.”311 Mr. Sennett signed on behalf of The 
Empire Roofing and Restoration Inc., described on that page as the “contractor.” Levon Nazarian signed as a 
witness. The last page had a logo in the upper right-hand corner reading “LeVön,” which was used by Levon 
Nazarian in a project management business that he testified he had started after he graduated from university 
in 2008. The document had a number of columns which listed prices for various stages of work (see Table 1.9.1).

Table 1.9.1 Roof Repair Contract From Empire Roofing

Contractor Concrete

Drainage 
system 
add-on

New drain 
installation

Additional 
caulking to 

structures on 
concrete deck

Temporary 
patching

Expansion 
joints Sealants

Total  
contract  

value

The Empire 
Roofing and 
Restoration 
Inc.

310,388.00 231,655.00 488,655.00 98,167.00 88,756.00 323,200.00 115,168.00 1,655,989.00

Discount

Sub-total 1,655,989.00

GST 82,799.45

Total 1,738,788.45

Source: Exhibit 3773

Each of the second to eighth pages in the “contract” was a document in the same form, described on the top 
as an “invoice” from Empire Roofing. Each invoice set out details describing the scope of work of each of the 
categories described in the chart above, with the price for each being the same as the price in the chart. For 
example, the “temporary patching” described the work as “Expose problem areas by removing existing failed 
materials and replace with new concrete.”312

Levon Nazarian testified that he created this document (other than the cover page) for Mr. Sennett to use “for 
funding purposes.” He said that Mr. Sennett had provided him with the contents of each of the invoices, which 
had not been intended to be invoices but rather descriptions of the work to be performed by Empire Roofing. He 
did so on August 18, 2008, the same day the documents were signed. It was his evidence that each of the three 
signatories – he, his father, and Mr. Sennett – signed the document in a brief meeting in his office.313

Levon Nazarian testified that he understood that the document was a legitimate, bona fide contract between 
Eastwood and Empire Roofing, even though Mr. Sennett had no experience in construction work. He thought 
that Mr. Sennett would not do the work but would supervise it after hiring the “appropriate professionals or GCs 
[general contractors].” He understood that Empire Roofing would use the contract to get funding – by borrowing 
money to pay the workers it would hire to do the job for Eastwood. He could not explain why he thought that 
the contractor, rather than the owner, would borrow the money to pay for the work it had been contracted 
to carry out.314

Mr. Sennett testified that Levon and Bob Nazarian prepared the document, and he was asked to sign it. He 
said that Levon Nazarian told him that $1.7 million, the price of the contract, was the amount of funds needed 
to repair the Mall. He testified that he understood that this price was “an estimate they will need to present it 
to whoever they were going to get financing from.” He admitted that it could appear to someone reading the 
document that Empire Roofing was going to do the work described in it, but that was not his understanding. 
He testified that he thought it was prepared to obtain finances. He could not explain whom he expected the 
financing to be obtained from.315
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Bob Nazarian testified that this document was prepared by Levon Nazarian as Mr. Sennett’s “secretary, if you like,” 
and signed by him and the other two in Levon Nazarian’s office on August 18, 2008. It was his evidence that he 
signed it because Mr. Sennett told him to do so. When asked if he thought it was a contract, he answered: “I don’t 
know. I did not think about what I was doing.” He then testified that he thought that Mr. Sennett would use the 
contract to get a government grant to pay for the work. He did admit that he knew Mr. Sennett was going to take 
the document and show it to whomever he was trying to get funding from.316

This contract was signed three days after Bob Nazarian had sent the quote received from Mr. Shaw at Fibron to 
Mr. Mand so he could use it to satisfy the Royal Bank. Mr. Mand, however, had told him that it was not enough; he 
needed a complete cost breakdown – just what the contract with Empire Roofing provided.

On September 8, 2008, Mr. Mand finally provided to Mr. Davison at the Royal Bank what he described as the 
“executed contract which outlines the remedial works necessary to correct the deficiencies at Elliot Lake.” He also 
said that the “remedial works were already underway.” The “executed contract” provided to Mr. Davison was the 
August 18, 2008, contract between Eastwood and Empire Roofing. A copy of that email and its attachment was 
sent to Bob Nazarian. As he admitted in his evidence before me, he knew that, contrary to what Mr. Davison was 
being told by Mr. Mand, the remedial works outlined in the contract with Empire Roofing were not underway 
on September 8.317

If any more evidence were needed that the August 18 contract was a complete sham, I note that the descriptions 
of the services to be rendered for each of the seven activities set out in the invoices and summarized on the last 
page are identically worded to the provisions of the contract provided by Mr. Day to Eastwood on June 22, 2008, 
and signed on June 27, 2008.318 The prices are only slightly different. One might ask why the signed contract 
with Peak Restoration was not provided to the Royal Bank. Perhaps the reason is that the portion requiring the 
installation of the waterproofing membrane had been deleted. The Nazarians needed a contract that showed 
that the entire job was being done.

It is clear to me that Bob Nazarian, Levon Nazarian, and Alexander Sennett knew that the contract of 
August 18, 2008, was a sham. Bob Nazarian, at a minimum, knew that, when Mr. Mand provided Mr. Davison with 
the contract, he was providing him with false information, designed to forestall the mortgage loan being put into 
default. I should indicate that I have heard or seen no evidence to suggest that Mr. Mand knew the information 
he was passing on to the bank was in any way incorrect.

Eastwood tries again to get funds from ELNOS, using the false contract

The sham contract of August 18 was also used in another attempt to get money from ELNOS. On September 9, 2008, 
the day after it was sent to the Royal Bank, Mr. Sennett also sent it to Mr. Elliott, with a copy to Bob Nazarian. It 
was sent as an attachment to an email that simply read: “Please find the requested document attached to this 
email on Behalf of Bob Nazarian.”319

Mr. Sennett testified that he sent this document to Mr. Elliott because Bob Nazarian asked him to. It was his  
evidence that he could not recall seeing the invoices which made up the middle seven pages of the contract, 
and that he forwarded the attachment without opening it. I cannot but have serious doubts about this evidence. 
Mr. Sennett had already testified, as outlined above, that he signed the contract on August 18. I accept  
Levon Nazarian’s evidence that he prepared the contract, and that he prepared the entire document on 
August 18. When Mr. Sennett signed it, the document contained the entire 10 pages. He has admitted he 
knew that it was being signed for the purpose of obtaining financing for Eastwood. The effect of having the 
contract sent to ELNOS by Mr. Sennett, identified in the contract as the signing authority for Empire Roofing, 
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was to give the impression that this document was a legitimate contract between Eastwood and a third party, 
Empire Roofing. The fact that the contract contained invoices directed to Eastwood from Empire Roofing 
substantiated the impression that Empire Roofing had either done, or was about to do, the specific work 
outlined. This was the way in which the contract was to be used to obtain financing.

The next day, a telephone message slip from Mr. Elliott’s office shows that Bob Nazarian had called and wanted 
him to return the call. The slip indicated that the call was “urgent.”320 The same day, September 10, 2008, 
Mr. Fabris wrote to Mr. Elliott, enclosing yet another copy of the August 18 contract and stating:

I have been asked by Mr. Bob Nazarian to ascertain as to what stage the loan application is with respect 
to the repairs at Eastwood Mall.

I spoke with Demitri [sic] on this matter, and he indicated that you were waiting for some sort of 
confirmation from Eastwood Mall Inc., that they were in a position to finance $200,000.00 of the work.

I can advise you that currently work is undergoing, Eastwood Mall has undertaken the role of general 
contractor, and over $200,000.00 of work has been performed on the roof including, the purchase and 
changing of expansion joints and re-caulking of all of the seals.321

Mr. Fabris testified that Bob Nazarian asked him to follow up on the loan application that Mr. Fabris understood 
had been made by Mr. Sennett and Mr. Nazarian in their meeting on May 30 and was the subject of Mr. Yakimov’s 
inquiry of July 14. Mr. Sennett gave him the contract that he sent to Mr. Elliott. He understood, from speaking to 
Mr. Yakimov, that all Mr. Elliott was waiting for was confirmation that Eastwood could finance $200,000 of repairs 
from its own funds. That was the reason, he testified, that he advised Mr. Elliott that over $200,000 of work had 
been performed and that Eastwood was acting as the “general contractor.” When asked how he came to the 
conclusion that over $200,000 of work had been carried out, Mr. Fabris pointed to the approximately $80,000 that 
had been paid to Peak Restoration, and the cost of the materials purchased since then. It was his evidence that 
he had seen invoices to substantiate that figure. He admitted, however, that he knew that Eastwood had been 
using its own forces to do the work to date. He knew that Mr. Sennett was not a roofing contractor, had not done 
any work at the Mall, and was not in a position to perform the contract. He testified, however, that he thought 
that Empire Roofing may have been able to hire subcontractors to do the work.322

Bob Nazarian confirmed that he knew that Mr. Sennett was sending the contract to Mr. Elliott to help Eastwood 
get a grant. He had asked Mr. Fabris to send the letter with the contract because he wanted Mr. Elliott to think 
that work was being carried out under it.323

Mr. Elliott replied to Mr. Fabris the day he received the letter. He recounted the meeting on May 30 with 
Bob Nazarian and Mr. England and noted that, during that meeting, he had made it “explicitly clear that no 
funding would be forthcoming unless it was supported by a fully developed business plan. This plan was 
to include an engineer’s report that the planned repairs would indeed solve the water intrusion problems 
as well as a forecast of revenue streams.” He noted that Mr. Yakimov had been told on July 14 that nothing 
had been received, and the situation had not changed. He told Mr. Fabris, in that letter, that the “quote” 
attached to Mr. Sennett’s email of the previous day was not enough information for ELNOS to commence a 
loan application.324

Mr. Fabris testified that he spoke to Mr. Elliott, who told him that the application was “nowhere.” Mr. Elliott had 
concerns about comments Bob Nazarian had made in his meeting with him on May 30, 2008, about starting the 
job without the ability to pay for it. He also told Mr. Fabris that he thought the contract was not valid.325

Mr. Elliott was more blunt in his evidence. He testified, and I accept, that he told Mr. Fabris that his client had 
asked ELNOS to participate in perpetrating a fraud on the contractors, and that he was wasting his time if he 
continued to pursue ELNOS as an option for financing the repairs.326
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This reaction caused Mr. Fabris to speak to Bob Nazarian within the next week about the legitimacy of the 
contracts, something he had not done before sending the letter. Bob Nazarian told him that Empire Roofing 
had been set up to obtain financing for the roof project because Eastwood could not obtain any further 
financing owing to the restrictive covenants in the mortgage being administered by the Royal Bank. Mr. Fabris 
agreed that it was absurd to expect a contractor to borrow money from a bank or obtain financing from a 
government agency so that it could perform a contract for an owner who did not have the money. Mr. Fabris 
provided Bob Nazarian with his advice, and he understood that, shortly thereafter, Mr. Nazarian decided not to 
pursue the scheme.327

Bob Nazarian gave evidence about the advice he had received from Mr. Fabris. He testified that Mr. Fabris 
had told him he did not have a “good feeling about this company.” He told Mr. Nazarian that he should drop 
it right away and not work with Empire Roofing at all. Mr. Nazarian’s evidence was that he, too, “didn’t have a 
good feeling” because he could see “that how could a company borrow money and pay himself through – as a 
contractor to do the job. It doesn’t make sense.”328

Conclusion: Empire Roofing and its contract were a sham intended to 
convince others that Eastwood was fixing the roof when it was not

Having had that epiphany, however, Bob Nazarian did not act on what he characterized as his new-found 
recognition of the impropriety of the scheme in which he had been involved. He did not notify Mr. Elliott that 
he was calling off his relationship with Empire Roofing. He testified that he did not do so because “I knew 
that Mr. Elliott is not satisfied and there is no use to try and patch it.” More importantly, he did not contact 
Mr. Davison, who had been sent the contract as false proof of efforts being undertaken by Eastwood to fix the 
roof so that the mortgage loan would not be put into default. He testified that he did not do so because it would 
be “provocation.” If he called him, he testified, 

I am simply telling Mr. Davison, please, start pushing us or start calling our mortgage.  
No, I wouldn’t do that.329

Nor did he cease using Empire Roofing. That company invoiced Bob Nazarian for $14,310 on October 3, 2008, for 
work described as repairing damage to the roof and ceiling caused by water leaks.330 That invoice was paid by a 
cheque from Yorkdale Centres Inc., signed by Bob Nazarian, dated December 4, 2008.331 Mr. Sennett testified that 
Empire Roofing had never done the work.332 Bob Nazarian denied any knowledge of the work, the invoice, or 
the cheque.333 On February 13, 2009, a bank draft was issued in the amount of $10,150 payable to Bob Nazarian 
from the Toronto-Dominion Bank Beaver Creek branch in Richmond Hill, the branch where Bob Nazarian had set 
up the account for Empire Roofing.334 The records for that account show a bank draft in that amount purchased 
on that date.335 Bob Nazarian claimed to have no memory of this transaction either.336 Furthermore, an invoice 
from Empire Roofing to Eastwood Mall dated February 9, 2009, in the amount of $320,938.61 for a number of 
items relating to the Mall repairs, including a “general contract fee” of $80,000 and supposed payments made by 
Empire Roofing to Peak Restoration of over $140,000, was sent to Bob Nazarian.337 Those transactions showed 
that, contrary to his evidence that “we shouldn’t continue with Empire Roofing, it’s a mistake,”338 he continued to 
treat it as his own company, to be used for his own ends.

I have no hesitation in concluding that Empire Roofing and Restoration Inc. was created and used by 
Bob Nazarian to facilitate his scheme of convincing those who needed convincing that Eastwood recognized the 
seriousness of the roof leaks problem and was taking steps to fix it. The truth is he was taking no such steps.
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The leaks continue at the Mall: The City knows that the leaks raise 
potential structural issues but still wants the Library to stay in the Mall

The leaks continue
Over the summer of 2008, Mr. Bauthus testified that the leaks got worse.339

The Bank of Nova Scotia closed on August 14, 2008, to allow Pinchin Environmental to carry out work to 
remediate the damage caused by mould as a result of the leaks. Air samples taken before the work showed that 
air quality had been affected adversely by the mould growth.340 During the course of the work, additional mould 
was found.341 The bank did not reopen until August 23. Ms. McCulloch testified that during the course of the 
work, Bob Nazarian stopped by the bank and stated that the work was “completely unnecessary.”342

On September 15, 2008, a meeting was arranged between Mall tenants and Ms. Laroue, Mayor Hamilton, and 
Mr. Bauthus. Minutes of that meeting indicate that Ms. Laroue stated that the meeting had been called to 
update the tenants about the roof repairs and to “stop rumours.” She told the meeting that repairs had been 
started on August 3, 2008, that they were based on a report from a “new engineer,” that the “estimated cost for 
the repairs” was $980,000, and that testing for mould had been done in different locations in the Mall and had 
come back normal.343

Ms. Laroue testified that Bob Nazarian told her on the telephone, when she was in Mr. Fabris’s office about a week 
before the meeting, to provide this information to the tenants. She did not believe that he had planned to spend 
$980,000 to fix the roof. She thought she was lying when she gave that information to the tenants.344

Bob Nazarian continued to provide misleading information about the state of repairs to the roof. On 
October 8, 2008, the Elliot Lake Standard ran a front-page article with the headline “Mall roof leaks now 
stopped, says owner”:

After spending $1.1 million in about two years to plug the roof leaks that have plagued the Algo Centre 
Mall for years, they are all but stopped.

Bob Nazarian, owner of the Algo Centre Mall, says 99% of the leaks are stopped, and the rest will 
soon be as well.345

This account was not true. The leaks had not been stopped, and Eastwood had spent nowhere near $1.1 million 
to fix them. The largest expenditure made, other than the purchase of supplies, appears to have been the 
$80,000 paid to Peak Restoration in June and July 2008.

The City knows about the leaks, and its property standards officer is told about 
the 2006 Notice of Violation but does nothing
On September 9, 2008, Mr. Bauthus and Mayor Hamilton met with Councillor Soulière, Ms. Morin, Ms. Croxson, 
and Gail Lewis, a member of the Library board. Mr. Bauthus prepared a memo to file about that meeting three 
days later in which he indicated that at least 100 ceiling tiles in the Library were damaged or missing, the ceiling 
looked dangerous (as if it might fall down), and the patrons were concerned about safety and unwilling to enter 
some areas. Mr. Bauthus testified that, although he believed that Mayor Hamilton would have agreed, as he did, 
that this state of affairs was completely unacceptable, he continued to support the Library staying in the Mall 
after its lease expired in September 2009. It was decided at that meeting that Mr. Bauthus would meet with 
Ms. Morin and write to Eastwood, identifying specific cleanup work that had to be done either by Eastwood or by 
the City, with a subsequent offset of its cost against the rent.346 The notes state:
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The issue respecting the reason for the library being in the mall was discussed and indicated that for the 
ongoing viability of the mall the library is still required in the mall. It was felt that should the city pull 
out there would be other tenants that would follow suit. The city receives about $500,000 a year in taxes 
for the mall.347

Mr. Bauthus testified that he supported that position “in recognizing the importance of the Mall to the City.” It 
was his evidence that it was also the position of the mayor and council.348

Handwritten notes taken by Mayor Hamilton during the meeting do not make any reference to this issue,349 and 
he did not recall it being discussed. He did agree that it possibly was discussed. It was his evidence, however, 
that neither he nor council as a whole agreed with the position, as expressed in Mr. Bauthus’s memo, that “for the 
ongoing viability of the mall the Library is still required in the mall.” He also testified that he did not believe that 
the presence of the Library in the Mall, and its effect on the Mall’s ongoing viability, played a part in the City’s 
decision to keep the Library there.350

I do not accept that statement. Mr. Bauthus had no reason to make a false observation in his memo to file, which 
he wrote only three days after the meeting. Mayor Hamilton and City Council had supported the Library staying 
in the Mall despite the clear evidence of intolerable and unhealthy conditions that persisted notwithstanding 
constant complaints and a Notice of Violation to Eastwood. As I have indicated before, the best evidence of 
people’s intentions is what they did. I conclude that Mr. Bauthus’s notes were accurate: Mayor Hamilton and the 
council had resolved in the fall of 2008 to keep the Library in the Mall despite the leaks because the Mall needed 
the Library, and the community needed the Mall.

Furthermore, both Mayor Hamilton and Mr. Bauthus were aware of the potential for structural damage at the 
Mall as a result of the leaks. Mr. Bauthus’s note to file includes a “To Do” list. First on the list is

Follow up with Bruce regarding structural security as a result of water infiltration and rust.351

Mayor Hamilton testified that he did not recall that issue being discussed.352 Mr. Bauthus, however, testified that 
he was concerned about the possibility of water infiltration potentially causing the steel to be rusting away and 
thereby affecting the structural security of the building, that that issue was raised at the meeting, and that the 
mayor must have been aware of his concerns.353 I accept that evidence.

Unfortunately, as both Mr. Bauthus and Mr. Ewald testified, Mr. Bauthus did not speak to Mr. Ewald about this 
issue at that time. When asked why, Mr. Bauthus replied, “I can’t answer at this point in time what was the specific 
issue.” Another opportunity was missed for the City to take steps to inspect the Mall and issue an order to protect 
the persons who used it.354

Ms. Taylor, who attended the tenants’ meeting on September 15, prepared a document setting out the key events 
with respect to the leaks at the bank location in the Mall. She noted:

The tenants were concerned with health and safety issues and possible mould contamination due to 
the amount of water and length of time they have been dealing with roof leaks. The Mayor said he was 
working with the Landlord to ensure the roof gets fixed.355

Mayor Hamilton testified that he did not follow up after the meeting to find out what was going on with the 
$980,000 repairs that were supposed to have been carried out.356 He agreed that he had not been “working with 
the Landlord to ensure the roof gets fixed,” as Ms. Taylor’s note indicated, but denied saying that he was doing so. 
He did testify, however, that he might have given the impression that he was doing so.357
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Shortly after this meeting, Mr. Ewald was given written notification of the Notice of Violation that had been 
issued in October 2006. It did not cause him to take action. On September 18, 2008, Bruce Caughill emailed 
Mr. Ewald, with a copy to Fire Chief Paul Officer, writing:

Bruce, you and I have not yet met – hope to change that soon as we have a number of active files in 
Elliot Lake. I was talking with Paul on Tuesday and mentioned that this would follow. Recent publicity 
on the leaking parking deck reminded me of the matter referenced in the attached letter. The original 
letter included a commitment to notify you if conditions of our engagement changed – and I had not 
done that. I was in the mall and on the deck last Thursday preparing a report on the current Eastwood 
leak repairs to ScotiaBank – who had some major interior water damage recently. If you have any 
questions, please call.358

The letter attached to the email had a subject line of “Notice of Violation October 24, 2006,” and read:

On February 22, 2007 I wrote to CBO Syl Allard, a copy to CFO Paul Officer, regarding this Notice of 
Violation. It was the intent that we would conduct inspections and prepare a report within 6 months  
(of February 22, 2007) of that letter.

Despite best intentions we were unable to coordinate sufficiently with the Owner and did not perform 
any inspections and did not submit any reports on this matter.

Our services on this and other 151 Ontario Avenue improvements were terminated by Eastwood, in a 
disagreement over payment for services, in July 2007.

Please include these facts in your file on this property.359

Mr. Ewald testified that he received this letter, that he knew from reading it that repairs to the leaks were being 
undertaken on the roof, that a Notice of Violation had been issued on October 24, 2006, that Bruce Caughill had 
promised to provide an engineering report following the Notice of Violation, and that this report had not been 
provided. Nevertheless, he did not then go back into the file to review the Notice of Violation. Nor did he go up 
on the roof to determine whether the work being done would require a building permit. He testified that this 
correspondence “fell through the cracks.” He had no other explanation for his failure to do anything as a result of 
receiving this email and letter.360

On October 27, 2008, an article was published in the Elliot Lake Standard with the headline, “Mall owner adamant 
about repairing roof.” The article quoted a number of tenants who complained of problems with the constant 
leaks, including Ms. Croxson, who had said that it was not uncommon to see a tarp strung out over rows of 
bookshelves and entire wings barred to the public for health and safety reasons. Bob Nazarian was quoted as 
saying: “These leaks are nothing new. They have been there for the last 18 years. We are working day and night to 
repair this roof … I have asked and begged them (contractors) to start (soon).”361 No contractors had been hired 
or even spoken to about working on the roof since Fibron’s contract was reneged on by Mr. Nazarian in August. 
Once again Bob Nazarian spread false news about his plans to fix the roof.

Mr. Ewald testified that he had not read this article. He did recall being in the Mall in the early fall of 2008 and 
seeing buckets in Zellers to catch the dripping leaks. He saw saturated ceiling tiles and tiles that had been 
removed. He knew then that there were continuing leak problems, as he had learned on his first day of work. He 
went onto the roof the following week “to ensure that they were working on trying to rectify the problem.” He 
was asked if he had conducted any inspections to see if the work that was being done had actually stopped the 
leaks, and he gave the following evidence:

A.  I won’t say I conducted inspections, but I was both up on the mall roof and in the mall on an 
irregular basis.

Q.  We can agree that you can’t tell when you are on the roof whether or not there are leaks below?

A.  No, my purpose for being up on the roof parking deck was to see if anything was going on up there.
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Q.  And can we agree that the Property Standards By-Law requires that the roof be watertight, not that 
the owner be trying to make it watertight?

A.  No, I disagree with that.

Q.  You disagree with that? What is your view on that point, sir?

A.  Well, if you have a copy of the Property Standards By-Law and it was put up on the screen, I could 
show you.362

Section 5 of the Property Standards By-law was then shown to Mr. Ewald. It reads: “The Roof of a building shall be 
maintained in a watertight condition so as to prevent leakage of water into the building, and where necessary, 
shall be maintained by the repair of the roof and flashing or by applying waterproof coatings or coverings.”363 He 
then gave the following evidence:

Q.  And what do you say it means?

A.  Well, you can’t put an order on someone if they are trying to solve the problem.

Q.  Why not?

A.  I don’t believe it would be appropriate. The order itself wouldn’t stand up in Court, I don’t believe.

Q.  Why not?

A.  Because they are already working on it.

Q.  But what if what they are doing isn’t going to work? What if –

A.  I didn’t know it was going to work.

Q.  You didn’t ask, did you? You made no inquiries to determine whether what they were doing was 
going to work; isn’t that correct?

A.  That’s correct.

Q.  And can we agree that the building – the Property Standards By-Law requires that the building 
be watertight?

A.  Or that they be working on maintaining it.

Q.  Where does it say that, sir?

A.  You just read it.

Q.  Is it your evidence that if I owned a building in this City and it leaked and I was up there scraping 
away and putting Band-Aids on it to try and stop the water from coming in, as long as I was up there 
doing it, I would be in compliance with the statute, the by-law?

A.  As either a Property Standards Officer or a Building Official, I cannot dictate how they do the repairs.

Q.  But you can tell them to make it watertight, right?

A.  Yes.

Q.  And if what they are doing does not make it watertight, you can either have the City do the work 
itself or you can charge them or both, right?

A.  Yes.364

Mr. Ewald appears to completely misunderstand the role or powers of a property standards inspector or was 
being disingenuous about them. It is difficult to understand his failure

• to make inquiries to determine whether the repairs were being carried out;

• to determine if they would be likely to work; or

• to determine the reason for the Notice of Violation being issued requiring an engineering report.
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Bob Nazarian knows that the roof needs fixing but decides not to fix it; 
instead, he initiates the City land purchase “solution”

Bob Nazarian decides that a permanent solution is necessary – and that means 
taking vehicles off the roof
On July 18, 2008 (the day after Mr. Day’s contract was terminated), Mr. Fabris wrote to Mr. Bauthus, enclosing 
an aerial photograph showing land between the north side of the Mall and city hall “which the Eastwood Mall 
would like to acquire from the City, in order to provide additional parking.”365 Bob Nazarian testified that he asked 
to purchase the land because after Mr. Day had been fired, he realized he needed to do something different with 
the roof.366 This request was the first step in what Bob Nazarian characterized as a solution to the problem of the 
leaking roof – to move the cars off the roof and to park them somewhere else – a process that had not concluded 
by the time of the Mall collapse some four years later.

Bob Nazarian gave the following evidence about how he felt at the time he started this process in July 2008:

Q. … on July 18th, you really didn’t know what you were going to do for the long-term, right?

A.  For the long-term, no.

Q.  And what you did was not a long-term solution.

A.  No, we were just covering the damage who was occurred [sic].

Q.  And you knew – and you’d known for some time, as you told me, for at least two years, since ‘06,  
you needed a permanent solution.

A.  May I ... respond to that, please?

Q.  Yes.

A.  I was in a corner, where I could not put a membrane and asphalt on top, due to the weight. I could 
not put a single membrane because it would not resist the traffic, and so there was virtually no 
solution, and I was sure that that roof cannot be leak free, if we leave it like that or change just the 
caulking, as you mentioned.

 So, I was just simply lost. Either I had to put the roof on top or I had to create a new parking.

Q. And what was your decision?

A. Both. Anything I could do and anywhere I could get the fund to save that mall.367

Bob Nazarian admitted that, by the fall of 2008, he had come to the conclusion that the roof leaks could not be 
fixed in a way that allowed cars to drive on the roof. On August 21, 2008, Mr. Fabris wrote to Shoppers Drug Mart, 
a major tenant that had been complaining about the leaks, and told management that, “within the next two 
weeks, a membrane will be applied to the roof, to effectively seal all leakage.”368 No such plans had been made 
and no membrane was ever ordered. On being asked about this letter, Mr. Nazarian testified: 

We were in a situation where we were right on a corner. If we were going to put a membrane on top of 
the roof, what’s the easiest way to seal. But we had two major tenant, like Sobeys and Zellers, that they 
send us a registered letter … telling us that if you do that and you stop parking on top of the roof, we 
will sue you and we will cancel the lease. And if I was not going to put a membrane on top of the roof, I 
couldn’t do otherwise.

So, this is probably the time whether we knew I had received copy of the membrane that we were 
supposed to do it, and all the procedure, but I couldn’t implement because I had my major tenants 
uncomfortable. And I knew that if I put a membrane, they cannot drive on. So I have conclude that we 
are doomed if we do; we are doomed if we don’t.
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So, that’s where we draw the conclusion that we have to go with another solution which is parking 
outside, extra parking, and this was due to the long decision that we made with the members of family, 
including Levon and my wife and so on.

Q.  So you decided that you were not going to put a membrane on?

A.  We couldn’t.369

Mr. Nazarian then testified that he had decided to install a thick membrane which, because of the extra weight, 
meant that cars could not park on the roof. This solution would take time to negotiate, he said, and the tenants 
who wanted parking on the roof “had to suffer for a while until we make the parking on the other side.”370 
Levon Nazarian confirmed that, as early as 2008, his father had wanted to eliminate the rooftop parking to 
stop the leaks.371

On November 5, 2008, Mr. Fabris wrote again to Ms. Sprague about the proposed purchase of land for a new 
parking lot, providing a surveyor’s sketch for severance purposes.372 Bob Nazarian testified:

Yes, that’s the time when I come to the conclusion that we have to have additional parking so that we 
can stop parking on top of the roof.373

I accept that, by the fall of 2008, Bob Nazarian had decided he would not put 
in place a permanent solution to fix the roof that would also allow vehicles to 
park on it. My conclusion is fed, to a great extent, by the clear evidence that 
Bob Nazarian did nothing with the roof after the summer of 2008 other than 
continue to maintain it in the same way as, and perhaps less effectively than, 
it had been maintained since it was first built. He knew that method did not 
work, yet he continued to do it. I cannot conclude, however, that he actually 
intended to purchase additional land from the City and spend the money to 
create a new parking lot. As the evidence showed, and as I will describe below, 
he spent a great deal of time (but little money) to give the appearance that 
this choice was his preferred solution to what he recognized to be a serious 
problem, but he failed to take any concrete steps to bring it about.

Bob Nazarian knows that he should investigate the steel to determine its 
integrity and does not do so
In September 2008, Bruce Caughill was hired by the Bank of Nova Scotia to determine the efficacy of the joint 
repair being carried out on the parking deck. His report noted that the roof deck was vulnerable to leaks, both 
at the control and expansion joints and at the drains. He noted rust on structural steel that showed an ongoing 
water problem. He noted that the repair process lacked “design and quality control components.” It was his 
opinion that “the effectiveness of the procedures being used by the Landlord to protect the leased premises from 
water in-flow is doubtful” and the “lack of technical supervision and quality control in the present process is a 
significant deficiency.”374

Bob Nazarian testified that he did not see this report. He was then read another conclusion reached by 
Mr. Caughill in the report and gave the following evidence:

Q. He then wrote: “It is my opinion that water has caused corrosion damage to steel that should be 
investigated to confirm the integrity of the structure.” Do you recall reading that?

A.  No, sir, but I do not disagree.
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Q.  So you agree that there should have been an investigation to confirm the integrity of the structure, 
because of the corrosion damage to the steel caused by the water?

A.  Yes, that’s what we did.375

Bob Nazarian then testified that he hired engineers, as will be seen, in 2009, when the City ordered him to, and 
in 2012, when the Royal Bank made it a condition of refinancing. When asked again what he did in 2008 when 
he agreed there should have been an investigation, he replied: “Not much. We have worked to seal the roof and I 
think by that time, we didn’t have leaks in ... Scotiabank at least.”376

In any event, it appears that Mr. Nazarian did receive a copy of the report. He agreed that he got a letter from 
Scotiabank on July 2, 2009, which said:

We have also enclosed a copy of the September 2008 engineering report performed by the firm of 
Caughill Consulting, which we initially shared with you on September 29, 2008

and

We remain concerned about the statements made by the engineers in Section 6 of that report and 
would ask you to please address each of the points raised in that Section. In particular, we are especially 
concerned about whether structural and fireproofing elements, critical to the safety of our customers 
and employees, may have been compromised, and what steps you have taken to investigate the 
concerns and resolve any findings.377

Mr. Nazarian, however, insisted he had not seen Bruce Caughill’s report: “Now it could be that they have sent it to 
me, but I haven’t seen it.” He could not explain why he would not have read it if he had received a copy other than 
to say: “Sir, I did not take it seriously. It was not our engineer and it could be a bias.” He agreed that he only took 
seriously engineering reports done by engineers he paid for.378

Levon Nazarian agreed that, if Eastwood had received the engineering report from Bruce Caughill dated 
September 2008, as suggested by a letter from Scotiabank dated July 2, 2009, it would have been important 
for the owner to provide him, as sales representative, with a copy. His evidence was that he did not receive 
a copy of it.379

Levon Nazarian testified that he asked only for whatever documents were on hand. He thought he had all the 
necessary documentation for a potential purchaser. He agreed that it would have been important for a purchaser 
to know the following information contained in Bruce Caughill’s report:

• “It is my opinion that the effectiveness of the procedures being used by the landlord to protect the leased 
premises from water inflow is doubtful.”

•  “... [T]hat water has caused corrosion damage to steel that should be investigated to confirm the integrity of 
the structure.”380

He also agreed that this document should have been discussed with Mr. Wood before his 2009 report.381 Yet it 
was not provided to Mr. Wood at any time.
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Mayor Hamilton, City councillors, and City staff know that Eastwood has said it 
wants to reduce parking on the roof to deal with the leaks
Eastwood’s land purchase proposal was discussed at a senior management team meeting at the City on 
November 19, 2008. The minutes indicate that there was some discussion of whether the Mall had sufficient 
parking spots to comply with the City’s parking by-law.382 A memo was prepared by Ms. Sprague on 
December 17, 2008, which stated that, because of amendments to the by-law, the Mall required only 525 parking 
spots, compared to the 690 it needed when it was built. There were 334 spots on the roof and 379 on the 
ground level, for a total of 713. Consequently, if parking were stopped on the roof, the Mall would need 
about 140 more parking spots. Ms. Sprague testified that this memo was prepared with input from the Building 
Department. It is clear that, by this time, all the senior management of the City, including Mr. Ewald, was aware of 
Eastwood’s request.383

Mayor Hamilton was also aware of it. Mr. Bauthus testified that, when someone wanted to buy land from the 
City, the usual process was for staff to determine whether the City needed the land, to look at issues related 
to the purchase, and to report to council. With Eastwood’s request, Mayor Hamilton involved himself from the 
beginning. When asked if this interest in the purchase was abnormal, Mr. Bauthus replied: “Quite possibly, yes.”384 
This opinion is corroborated by two emails Mayor Hamilton sent to Danielle Vincent, his assistant, and copied 
to Mr. Bauthus. On September 6, 2008, Mayor Hamilton asked if Ms. Vincent had set up the meeting with Rick 
Fournier, a local insurance broker, “to discuss the additional parking requested by the mall owner. I just bumped 
into him.” A week later, he sent another email, requesting an update on his request.385

On November 25, 2008, Mr. Bauthus met with Mr. Fabris. Notes Mr. Bauthus took during that meeting show that 
Mr. Fabris told him that Mr. Nazarian wanted to buy the land for parking purposes and that he wanted to reduce 
the use of roof parking. The notes also include a reference to the Library. Mr. Bauthus testified that Mr. Fabris 
inquired about the renewal of the lease. He discussed the issues raised at the meeting with Mayor Hamilton.386

On November 27, 2008, Mr. Bauthus wrote to Mr. Fabris, telling him that the City needed more information to 
support the land purchase request. He wrote:

we require some rationale as to why the extra spaces are required and what is proposed to 
accommodate this request.

…

One of the issues that require addressing will be the number of spaces needed to comply with 
the zoning bylaw. This would include the challenges related to the rooftop parking and water 
infiltration …387

Mr. Fabris responded on December 2, writing that much of the ground-level parking space east of the Mall facing 
Ontario Street was used by merchants and employees, that many City employees improperly parked at the Mall 
while at work at city hall, and that plans to build new stores in the ground-level parking lot at the far eastern 
edge of the property would necessitate more parking. His only reference to the roof was as follows:

Furthermore in respect of the roof situation, we are seeking to reduce the weight on the roof by one 
third and alleviate the wear and tear on the structure. Considerable funds have been spent in the past 
year to remedy the roof situation and an ongoing recommendation is to reduce traffic in that area, 
thereby transferring it to the area behind City Hall.388
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Bob Nazarian testified that this paragraph was put in the letter because he wanted to reduce the number of cars 
parking on the roof in order to lessen the vibration from the traffic and stop the leaks. It was his evidence that  
“I come to the conclusion that that roof was not repairable … [t]he way it was.” He testified that he had 
concluded that he could fix it by putting a conventional membrane on it.389

In a memo written by Ms. Sprague on December 16, 2008, City Council was advised of Eastwood’s request to 
purchase the land:

The Mall has significant problems with roof maintenance and are attempting to reduce the weight in 
hopes that this will alleviate leaking problems.390

Mayor Hamilton testified that he did not know, at this time, that Eastwood was seeking to reduce the weight on 
the roof. He claimed not to have read this memo. I find it difficult to accept this evidence, given Mayor Hamilton’s 

unusual interest in this land purchase as evidenced by his emails seeking a 
meeting to discuss it, and Mr. Bauthus’s evidence that he had briefed him 
about it. The memo bore the title “Request to Purchase – City Land Adjacent 
to Eastwood Mall – Provision of Additional Parking Areas.”

By late 2008, all City senior staff, the mayor, and councillors knew that 
Eastwood wanted to purchase the land to help deal with the leaks. All of them 
had also been informed that Bob Nazarian was concerned about the weight 
the roof supported.
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